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Preface
It’s impossible to not speculate about the JFK Assassination. Many researchers incorrectly
believe we should not speculate, that we should only rely on known facts. Well, if the police
department operated on that principle, no one would be in jail. Theoreticians are just as
important as encyclopedics. The two stand in opposition. One can not excel at both. Those
who theorize will necessarily be poor at remembering facts, not because they can't learn or
know facts, but because by necessity they must relegate those facts to the back burner. The
encyclopedic on the other hand is very poor at theory because by necessity he must not
relegate facts to the back burner; he must keep all the facts in his memory so as to explain or
teach.
If you are looking for every fact to be correct here, I’m not sorry to disappoint you. I make
mistakes too. You may go no further.
I am a theoretician.
If Charles Darwin sat back and said, “You know, I think I need just one more piece of the fossil
record before putting out my theory,” we would have no theory.
What I want you to do is to put yourself in the mind of the person who planned the
assassination. I don't want you to think the way you think. I want you to think the way he
thinks. Yes, I know how he thinks may seem silly or stupid to you; that’s irrelevant; the only
thing that counts is how he thinks.
I took this approach to the JFK assassination because in reading about the assassination, I had
an epiphany: I know this guy. I know the guy who planned this. I know how he thinks. Much of
what I say here is conjecture. Obviously, I am not the man who planned the assassination (I
was only nine in 1963), but I feel I know him well enough.

Introduction
I’ll make this short and sweet because what I tell you is conjecture. I can not go back in time
and see what happened in Dallas in 1963. There are no video cameras on every corner, nor
does everyone carry a smart phone.
Clearly there are a paucity of clues. This can work for us and against us. The lack of clues
prevents us from confirming any killers with precision; the same lack of clues give us license to
accuse everyone.
As such many have been accused.
The number of potential killers claimed to have been in Dealey Plaza that Friday afternoon in
November is staggering.
Who can know with certainty whether they were there or not? But even if they were
perchance there, what precisely would that mean?
Not much.
What makes one more likely than another to have killed the President is whether that potential
killer had the skills, training and resources to accomplish the task at hand.
What we have learned form decades of studying the Kennedy Assassination is that the event
was an aﬀair that was well planned and well practiced involving multiple people in a highly
compartmentalized manner that would leave the impression that collusion was near
impossible.
Agreeing to such helps eliminate certain individuals as suspects.
With that stated, let’s cut to the chase.
The man who planned the assassination of JFK was Seymour Bolten.
SB was a career CIA oﬃcer who entered the employ of the CIA in 1949.
He was born in New York City in 1922. He graduated from DeWitt Clinton High School, then
matriculated to NYU where he graduated with a BA in 1942. From there he entered WWII. He
was captured by the Germans in Northern Africa and placed in an oﬃcers detention camp in
Szubin, Poland where he remained for the next two to three years.
At the camp in Szubin were Larry Allen, a war correspondent, and Amon Carter, Jr. of Fort
Worth, Texas. Another notable was Frank Diggs who previously worked at the Washington
Post. Subsequent to the war, Diggs worked at US News and World Report.
After the war SB worked for General Lucius Clay in postwar Germany. He earned a degree in
International Relations from Harvard in 1949.
SB was a highly intelligent individual with the connections and skills to plan an assassination.
Personally, he was a meticulous individual who worked long hours at the tasks that were
presented to him. As an oﬃcer in the military, he was familiar with rifles and pistols and their
capabilities.

SB was fluent in Russian. Most likely he had gained proficiency in German while imprisoned in
Germany. Given his CIA assignments, there is every reason to believe he would have become
proficient in Spanish as well.
Of particular note, SB was responsible for intelligence operations dealing with Latin America
aﬀairs from 1962 to 1965. There is no reason to believe these operations would not involve
sensitive information. SB was an extremely intelligent man with degrees from NYU and
Harvard. He was not educated to do menial tasks.
As a CIA oﬃcer, SB would have access to sensitive information regarding the Soviet Union and
our agents placed there. He would also have contact with other intelligence agencies
particularly those of Great Britain and Israel.
As a Jew, SB would be invaluable in dealing with the Israelis.
Such skills would also be invaluable in dealing with the White Russian and Jewish communities
in Dallas, Texas in 1962, 63.
More than any other CIA oﬃcer, SB had the training, smarts and skills to plan an assassination.
After the assassination, SB advanced up the CIA ladder and worked on a one-on-one basis
with George Herbert Walker Bush and Richard Helms.
Evidently a bond was forged with GHWB. Their respective sons became professional
associates.
SB’s son, Joshua, became Chief of Staﬀ to GWB.

SB the Man
Why was SB the right man for the job?
He was the right age, with the right smarts, the right experience, and the right contacts. He
was old to enough to have wisdom, clout and experience. He could go uptown and
downtown. He would not stick out like a sore thumb like the patrician George Bush. Moreover
he was meticulous.
Although there is no video of SB, we can get an insight into his personality by looking at his
second son, Joshua Bolten. It is usually the second son who takes after the father. The first son
usually takes after the mother. I know this as an observer of human nature and as a
pediatrician. Joshua Bolten is careful, reserved, meticulous, quiet, intelligent, competent, not
flashy, soft-spoken and eﬀective. He learned and inherited these characteristics from his father
before the age of five. Just as GHWB turned to SB, GWB turned to Joshua.

What can we conclude about SB’s personality?
He was quiet, not one to adopt a loud, flashy style.
He participated in activities but not excessively. He can hardly be called a socializer.
He prefers to stand in the background, the man behind the man.
His strengths were in diligence, hard work and being meticulous.
He is visible, yet invisible.
His background allows him to integrate easily with regular people; his smarts allow him to
integrate with elites. In short, he can go uptown and downtown.
Men who come from a non-patrician background - but who have the smarts of the patrician find themselves in a strange nether world often to themselves. They don’t fit anywhere, yet
they can integrate everywhere.
We don’t know much else about SB’s personal background. What we can glean from his
years in Szubin, Poland is that he prefers to keep himself somewhat at a distance. He
participates but does not participate.
One can say the same about his years at NYU.
He’s there but not there.
His family name was changed sometime in 1942. He was born Seymour Bolotovsky.

This is an odd time to change the family name, but possibly this was a family eﬀort to protect
SB should he be caught by the Germans - which eventually did occur.
See below where I have amplified upon this point.
At any rate, SB seems not to be a “true believer” when it comes to Judaism or Israel. See Sam
Ballen at the end of this discussion.
During his time at NYU. He did not join the Jewish fraternity. When he sat on the Holocaust
Memorial years later, he seems to have taken the position that the memorial should represent
non-Jews as well.
His introspective nature would lead him to conclude that his religion was a product of his
upbringing, not something that was imbued in his genes.
SB was an independent thinker.
He had no problem being the wet blanket in the room. He was an individualist. He had strong
opinions. And why not? He knew he was smart, and he also knew that he had put in the hard
thinking well before his colleagues had even begun to think.
SB did not feel the need to show oﬀ his intelligence or prove that he was smart. He already
knew that he was smart.
SB was not a lazy thinker. He obsessed over details. Getting things right was important to
him.
Such people must find their own place within the CIA. Independent thinkers are not
customarily advanced to the highest level positions within the CIA where group think is valued
over independent thought.
We can learn much about SB by watching his son, Joshua Bolten. It is the second born son
who takes after the dad. What we see in Joshua Bolten is a calm, organized, unflappable
professional who prepares. If he meets an obstacle he calmly deliberates the problem before
him. Like his dad, he doesn’t boast or puﬀ out his chest. He remembers his roots. Whereas
others may scream and yell, SB, like his son, is almost incapable of raising his voice. SB is a
steady evenhanded performer which is why his job does not exhaust him. JB enjoyed his job
working for GWB; he didn’t get stressed to the degree of others. SB bequeathed to his son
those traits.

What can we say about SB’s morality?
This is diﬃcult to assess given the paucity of information.
As a Jew he would have learned that actions have to be in line with God, a lesson clearly lost
on Israel’s current right-wing, nut-job leadership.
If SB conducted a seemingly immoral act, he would have to make it right with God.

Fortunately for him, the CIA culture set a very low standard of what God disapproves of.
Undoubtedly this influenced him.
When asked to “manage” the JFK situation - that is to say plan the assassination, SB would
have anguished over the morality of this mission - as he did over the Holocaust Memorial.
He would have spent considerable time debating the consequences of assassinating the
President.
Unable to resign from the mission and knowing full well the fundamental immorality of the
mission despite his attempts to rationalize it, he would seek a compromise.
As an individualist he placed high priority on his own personal salvation with God. He had to
make things right with God.
He would have been able to see into the future more than others and see the consequences of
a Presidential assassination.
What was the compromise he chose: This is speculation, but I believe he chose to insert clues
within the mission to lead back to himself. He was too smart to not cover his tracks.

How can we describe SB?
This is speculation. I am using much of my own personality because I obviously feel I know
this man. I am also grounding these observations on what kind of man would be required to
plan this assassination.
He is conservative. He likes tradition. His favorite sport is baseball. He appears to have lived
in the Bronx or nearby. It's diﬃcult to believe that he wouldn't have been a Yankees fan. If he
were a Yankees fan, he would have admired Yogi Berra - hard worker, always first to the
ballpark.
Now, if perchance he was a Dodgers fan, which he may have been, he would view the Dodgers
move to LA as the worst form of betrayal. Loyalty is important to him.
He drives an old car. Bling means little to him. A car is to get from here to there.
Clothes: He can go uptown and downtown. He feels most comfortable in kick-around clothes.
He is an insatiable reader. He wants to know about everything, even things he has never done.
He wants to know why things work and why people are successful.
He’s likely to read a book on How to Play the Violin, or How to Act even though he may
participate in neither. Actually, I believe he did do some acting, but that is beside the point.
He has read books on Houdini, biology, cooking, you name it. He reads what he wants to read,
not what society tells him to read. Fads and faddists bother him.
For every book in his library, he has given away five books.

He asks questions obsessively. You better not make a casual comment about some event in
your life unless you’re prepared to answer a barrage of questions about the event. He wants to
know everything. People sometimes get put oﬀ by his excessive questioning.
He appreciates discipline and regularity. You better be punctual with him. Unpunctuality
drives him crazy.
He needs his quiet time to think. He loves thinking. Thinking is fun for him.
Documented likes: Gardening and wine.
Documented Intelligence: One only needs to review his article, Military Government and the
German Political Parties, published in 1950. He wrote this when he was 28. Most people are
walking around in their pajamas at age 28.

What is SB’s Psychological Makeup and Background
Can anyone be trained or acclimated to work alongside people they plan to later kill? Or are
you “born” into it? Do there have to be events in your life that change your brain so that you
can conduct such a task?
At first I attempted a psychological analysis of SB based upon myself and fantasy bullshit
constructed out of thin air; but then I realized that psychological insight is tough even when you
know the person. Plus, we tend to see ourselves in others; but we are not other people.
On the surface, SB appears to be a well-adjusted personality. He has a girlfriend; he
collaborates with others; he seems to function quite well in college, the military and in civilian
life. He does not appear to be a moody loner plotting in the basement of his house. His one
written paper that I can find is first rate, hardly the work of a sociopath.
Perhaps this is the right personality to plan an assassination - a rational, clear thinker who has
no emotional issues.
What precisely was his psychological makeup? This is diﬃcult to know as CIA oﬃcers almost
never write autobiographies. Win Scott tried only to have Angleton run down there to Mexico
City and confiscate the book.
“Nobody’s talking to anyone,” one can imagine Angleton saying
Maybe we can get an insight into his personality through his choice to join the military. He
seems to have joined the military prior to Pearl Harbor day as his rank was high in NYU. He
was second in command. His rank was Cadet Major in the Infantry at NYU.
Why did he join the military? His upbringing does not seem to have been austere. The family
had a maid, so it seems unlikely his family needed the money. Were there even student
programs for military enlistees at the time? Did he join the military out of defiance towards his
father? What was his relationship with his father? When he writes back from Szubin, one letter
is addressed to his mother only, yet his father, Samuel Bolotovsky, was still alive. His father
died in 1961.

SB’s meticulous behavior and extreme diligence is a reflection of perfectionism. Why is he a
perfectionist? Perfectionism in myself stems from an insecure personality. I'm always waiting
for the other shoe to drop. I'm always waiting to get fired. I'm always expecting the pink slip.
The only way I know how to avoid that is to be on time and on task as much as I possibly can.
Is SB a perfectionist because his father demanded too much of him?
Both his mother and father worked in retail with Ford according to the 1940 US census. The
entire family is listed as Bolotovsky. I will assume that Ford refers to a Ford dealership. I will
further assume his parents sold cars? His father is listed as an employer. So can we assume
that his dad owned a concern that sold Ford automobiles?
Why didn’t SB follow his dad’s footsteps for a career choice. There must have been money in
it. Why would he gravitate toward a career in international relations? Was his mother a
Zionist? Did he hear stories growing up about persecution of Jews in Russia (sounds
reasonable)? SB has a strong sense of justice. Perhaps he desired to “fix the world”.
One thing we can focus on is his name change. Jews have always been disparaged in the
United States, but there was a definite uptick around WWII. Here is an excerpt from an article
entitled: “What's Uncle Sam's Last Name?” Jews and Name Changing in New York City during
the World War II Era. Kirsten Fermaglic, author.

“An upsurge in anti-Semitic rhetoric and violence toward Jews in the late 1930s and the
tortured debate over America's entry into the war intensified perceptions of Jews as a
dangerous race. In his popular radio speeches, Father Charles Coughlin used Nazi
propaganda to blame Jews for the Great Depression and the New Deal. Hate groups
such as Coughlin's Christian Front picketed Jewish-owned stores, vandalized
synagogues, and attacked Jews on streets in Boston and New York City. Members of
the isolationist America First Committee, founded in June 1940, consistently suggested
that Jews were pushing America to enter the war on the side of the Allies, and the
group blamed Jews for the war once the United States became a combatant. And
images of desperate Jewish refugees from Europe seeking haven in the United States
unleashed a groundswell of xenophobic and anti-Semitic rhetoric from members of
Congress and their constituents.”
Undoubtedly, SB and his family felt pressure to assimilate so as to suﬀer less discrimination.
It’s reasonable to conclude that SB suﬀered at some point in his life discrimination and
humiliation as a Jew. It’s possible he suﬀered an event in his life that transformed his mind,
that gave him the ability to plan calmly knowing full well that certain people would be
sacrificed.
From the same article:
Even individuals whose names reflected the nationality of allies of the United States
during wartime sought to change their “foreign-sounding” names to something more
“American.” The five members of the Russian-sounding Bolotovsky family testified that
their “present name is of foreign extraction and connotation,” and that they were “very
desirous of having a more American surname,” Bolten. And Herbert Sakowitz, whose
name seems to have reflected Polish roots, requested permission to change his name
because it was “foreign.” These petitions reflect the war's impact on Americans'

understandings of their nationality and their desire to portray themselves as American
during the war years, even when their names identified them as allies, not enemies.
That names such as Bolotovsky and Sakowitz also sounded Jewish—and that Jews
were among the staunchest supporters of the war in the United States—only highlights
how American identity was being narrowly configured during the war. The fact that
petitioners with Jewish-sounding names continued to identify their names as “alien”
and “foreign-sounding” even after hostilities had ended suggests that such a narrow
definition of American identity lasted beyond the immediate years of the war.

Samuel, Eda, Seymour Robert, Philip, and Jerome Bolotovsky, Petition N239-1942,
Name Change Petitions Collection. Herbert Sakowitz, Petition N293-1942, ibid. For
Polish petitioners with non-Jewish names who similarly referred to their names as
“foreign,” see Edward, Florence, and Edward Jr. Dydynski, Petition N146-1942, ibid. On
American identity being narrowly configured during the war, see, for example, Lou and
Eleanor Friedman, Petition N136-1942, ibid.; Jacob Julius, Isabel Teresa, and William
Irwin Rosenberg, Petition N181-1942, ibid.; and Oscar Levy, Petition N410-1942, ibid.
On the lasting narrowed definition of American identity, see, for example, Sandra Dylis
Lieberman, Petition N54-1946, ibid.; George Goldberg, Petition N78-1946, ibid.;
Maurice and Phyllis Fiedelbaum, Petition N333-1946, ibid.; Bernard Nachimowsky,
Petition N18-1946, ibid.; and Bernard Robert Hamburger, Petition N208-1947, ibid.

There was significant discrimination against and humiliation of Jews in the US military. So it
might just be that SB and his family had had enough and decided to accept reality - to give
themselves a chance.
Having gone through a name change myself, I know this to be a valid point. You’re forced to
change your name because people won’t grow up.
What this does reflect is that the Bolten family are very real-world, practical thinkers and
people. They accept reality.
Still discrimination alone doesn’t necessarily make you a stone-cold killer.
Perhaps it is the CIA culture itself that slowly indoctrinates you into this mindset. People do
become their job. Many years ago, when doctors were getting sued for outrageous sums,
doctors began attending law school. Theoretically these doctors were going to defend the rest
of us doctors from malicious lawsuits. I am sure this was their noble intention; but as one older
doctor explained to me: What happens is that these doctors stop being doctors and become
lawyers. Mouths must be fed.

Bolten the POW
This is an excerpt from his daughter’s remembrance of her father. D-Day From Behind the
Barbed Wire by Susanna Bolten Connaughton.
The Germans allowed these activities because they were following the rules of the
Geneva Convention, they wanted the same fair treatment of German POWs, and
because they believed that busy POWs would not be escape-planning POWs. They
were mistaken. The camp’s engaging singers and energetic softball players not only
kept the POWs occupied, but also helped to divert the guards’ attention.
The POWs formed a Security & Escape Committee. The small group coordinated
escape plans and tunnel digging proposals, and the sending and receiving of coded
letters and clandestine packages. With cigarettes and chocolates received in packages
from home, they bribed guards for information, food, and tools. Every evening after
Lights Out, they assembled “The Bird,” their secret radio. The Bird “sang,” coded
messages and news updates broadcast over the BBC.
Using his college German, my dad became one of the camp translators, picking up a
little Polish and Russian along the way. He facilitated discussions between Colonel
Drake and Oberst Schneider, the camp Kommandant, and between his fellow POWs
and the guards. He accompanied sick POWs on hospital visits outside of the barbed
wire, which aﬀorded him opportunities to observe and exchange intelligence.
His friend, 2nd Lieutenant J. Frank Diggs, previously a reporter for The Washington
Post, asked and received permission to publish a monthly camp newspaper. He named
it The Oflag 64 Item, a lighthearted four-pages that reported on camp shows, lectures,
and sporting events. I found all fifteen issues of The Item in my dad’s foot- locker. Once
a month, my dad accompanied Diggs to the German print shop in town — under armed
guard — where he translated Diggs’ instructions to the typesetters.
As you can see, SB had a lot of practice planning and participating in clandestine missions. It's
inconceivable he was not involved in planning escape missions.

SB and His Time in Germany Post War II 1946-49
SB must have loved Germany and its people. The Germans are a very orderly and logical
people. The Germans obey the law; they follow the chain of command. The German language
is a very logical language; above all languages it has rules of grammar and obeys them. It is
this obedience and discipline which makes Germany so strong economically. The rest of the
world is messy; not so Germany. One might say that SB found a home there. Germany is the
perfect haven for men who like order and discipline.
Although formally listed as junior staﬀ in Lucius Clay’s rebuilding of Germany, it doesn't seem
likely that a graduate from NYU is going to be a clerk for too long. They don’t train people at
NYU and Harvard to be bus boys. SB received a degree in International Relations from
Harvard in 1949.
As a Jew, he certainly must've known about the smuggling network that transported Jews into
Palestine. He would have come in contact with people like Mike Harari. Similarly he would
have come in contact with members of the Gehlen organization. As a Jew of Russian
extraction he would have asked to take a role in fighting the Soviet Union, a nation responsible
for committing so many pogroms against the Jews.
It’s inconceivable that an intelligent man fluent in Russian and German would not be put to
good use.

SB’s CIA Career
According to his wife’s obituary:
From 1955 to 1960, the Boltens lived in Bonn, Germany, where Seymour was the CIA''s Deputy
Chief of Station, and Stacy took the opportunity to travel and ski with her sons.
That’s an important position. He would have known about Gladio, the Gehlen Organization. He
most certainly would have known about Lee Oswald unless of course the CIA had infiltrated
thousands of agents into the Soviet Union. He also would known about the smuggling lines
transporting Jews to Palestine.
Why wasn’t Seymour Bolten passed up the ladder to be head of the CIA or at least assistant
director?
Now, of course, I'm speculating here.
He wasn’t because a) he died at age 63, and b) he wasn’t a true believer.
SB was a hybrid. He was half elite and half regular person. He had to be to integrate with
people of varying backgrounds. Jack Ruby and George Bush didn’t run in the same social
circles. You need a person who can bridge the two.
SB was the first born son. As such, I would not be surprised if his father gave him his elite half
and his mother the regular remainder. I say this because at heart he was a regular person.Yes,
it’s true, his parents were merchants and unschooled in a formal manner. No matter; elitism is
a function of personality not personal wealth and your level of completed education.
The CIA couldn’t fully corrupt SB’s soul. He still had a conscience which believed in fairness
and justice. This was so because SB did not possess an integrated personality. As mentioned
previously, there were two people living inside him. These two people were constantly at war
within his mind. There was the side that could operate with cool eﬃciency, and then there was
the side that was passionate about justice in this world.
There is an incident when he was a prisoner of war which illustrates this. While on a detail he
was ordered by a German oﬃcer to walk in the gutter and not on the sidewalk. He spoke up
and refused. For this he was put on trial. He was willing to risk his life for a principle. You
wouldn’t catch Allen Dulles doing that. You wouldn’t catch any elite doing that.
If SB had ascended to the top position of the CIA, he would’ve abolished it or at least
intentionally undermined its eﬀectiveness. He had come to see what so many of us see today:
that the CIA is incompatible with a republic and that republic’s survival. How can I know this? I
can not cognitively know this, but I can emotionally feel it.

SB's Role in Latin America
We know from his resume that SB was placed in charge of Latin America in 1961. No other
details are given.
It would be impossible for him not to know the most classified of information. That his role is
so thoroughly shielded is damning.
In 1972, SB was placed in a new role dealing with drugs. His role brought him into the Nixon
White House where he dealt with Egil Krogh. He also would have had contact with Hunt,
McCord, Barker, Sturges, et al. - people heavily involved with Cuba and JFK.
My belief is that the Watergate break-in was a CIA operation to setup Nixon in order to remove
him from oﬃce. Why would the CIA go after someone who was “one of their own”? Because
the CIA felt that Nixon had betrayed them by stopping the Vietnam war. The Vietnam war was
the cash cow of the elites; it was intended to be what Afghanistan is today - a war never to be
won.
SB’s presence in LA indicates his intimate connection to Latin America and more well-known
operatives.
Our old friend, Mike Harari, played a prominent role in the aﬀairs of Panama while General
Torrijos was in charge. Manuel Noriega was one of Torrijos’s cronies. Given that GHWB
launched an invasion of Panama with one purpose only - to find Noriega and sequester him
forever, Noriega must have had a lot of juicy information on GHWB. It would be inconceivable
that SB was out of the loop on what was going on in Panama. Of course, SB died in 1985. It
would be fascinating to see who showed up at the funeral. He is buried in Arlington Cemetery.
I believe that the man covering his face in the famous Op 40 photo is Seymour Bolten.
Compare the photos with him as a younger man.
Now, the covering the face doesn’t prove he’s SB, but SB is the type of man who would cover
his face. SB was diﬀerent; he was a thinker who thought 40 moves ahead.

The Mission
In this section I go over some of the global aspects to the mission to assassinate the President.

What SB Figured Out
What SB figured out very early on in planning this assassination was that he had to think how
other people, specifically Lee Oswald, would think. How was he going to get Lee Oswald to
own a Carcano yet place one in the TSBD without getting suspicious that he, Lee Oswald, was
being set up? How was he going to get Lee Oswald to leave the TSBD knowing full well that
he, Lee Oswald, was the one who set up the decoy nest? Wouldn’t it be logical, SB thought,
that Lee would ask, “Where will I go? Where will I live? Clearly I will be a suspect.”
SB also realized that he had to run three simultaneous operations:
1. Setting up LO as the hotheaded, loutish, commie.
2. Assassinating JFK.
3. Linking LO, the commie, to the assassination. This was accomplished in Ruth Paine’s
garage. This is where LO the commie meets LO the assassin
He reasoned correctly that Will Fritz and Henry Wade would be all to willing to rush to convict
and look the other way when the gift package of LO was presented to them. He had
researched the DPD and knew all about how things were done in Dallas. SB was well aware of
Tommy Lee Walker.
Motivations are so key in planning an operation. You have to be able to think how the other
guy thinks. It's not just a matter of telling someone to go somewhere. You have to think ahead
and ask the questions that they would ask.
SB had plenty of experience of this when he was a POW. These POWs sat around all day and
plotted to escape. SB did this for three years. He was good at it.
The point is this: killing a President and framing someone is not just a matter of showing up
with a gun and then pointing a finger at someone else. The event has to be thoughtfully
planned.
SB was the most qualified CIA oﬃcer to do so.

Is SB Perfect? Does He Make Mistakes
Nobody is perfect, but SB is pretty damn close.
Where do I think SB made mistakes?
1. LO was supposed to die in the Texas theater. SB did not count on LO not resisting arrest.
The story of LO punching Nick McDonald is a lie. What SB had planned was for LO to
run at which point he would be gunned down. You can read my website for how I think
the arrest went down. As far as LO kicking and screaming (according to Paul Bentley),
what would you be doing if ten men grabbed you and started hauling you oﬀ?
2. SB met with Jack Ruby in the synagogue on Friday night when other people were there.
There were people who saw Jack Ruby in the synagogue that night. One lady who was
there was interviewed. When she was asked who Jack Ruby was associating with, the
camera was quickly cut oﬀ. Clearly Ruby was meeting with someone the CIA felt you
should not know about.
3. Appearing at the press conference when LO was trotted out before the nation. He would
risk being photographed. He hd no choice. Jack Ruby had to be chaperoned into the
conference to assure he would not be thrown out. Jack Ruby was to have shot Oswald
that Friday night had the opportunity presented itself.
4. Appearing at JDT’s funeral. I can find no picture of him thus far, but I feel confident he
was there. SB’s morality would have dictated such.
Admittedly these mistakes are minor. All in all, he did a solid job in planning the assassination.
Still, everyone has weaknesses that bring them down. Your strength is your weakness. SB’s
strength is his meticulousness. He plans meticulously. The problem is that other people are not
meticulous. Other people do not take the same care that SB does.

What SB Knows That You Don’t Know
SB knows that the Tippit killing is not essential to the mission. The Tippit killing is gravy.
SB knows that the Tippit clock begins only when JDT has the time to get to Oak Cliﬀ. SB
understands that JDT might get called on a routine call. SB knows that JDT might not make it
to North Oak Cliﬀ at a very specific time. That’s okay, because LO is in the TT already for the
next two hours. The cats in the bag; the bag’s in the river.
When JDT gets to the GLOCO, Fake Oswald gets in the cab and we’re oﬀ to the races. The
clock gets pushed back by the delay. Nothing else changes.
If during the short 30 minutes that it will take to complete the mission, JDT is called by
dispatch, he only has to say he is at lunch. You know, he never clocked out for lunch, right?
Aren’t oﬃcers supposed to notify dispatch if they are out of the car?
I go over the JDT nexus points on my website and book.

How Did SB Integrate with the DFW Community?
This would not have been too diﬃcult as SB was a CIA oﬃcer. The CIA has contacts in all
cities.
This case (the JFK assassination) was done oﬀ the books. It was not even necessary for him to
meet with certain people he was planning on using.
As a careful planner and executor he would have reserved the important parts of the mission
for himself. He would've chosen to be the man in contact with Ruby, Oswald and Tippit.
He would not have delegated these out to other people.
The most logical way to interface with these people would be as a police oﬃcer. A police
oﬃcer has instant access to anywhere he wants to go. A police oﬃcer is immediately accepted
anywhere he goes. A police oﬃcer is never out of place. No one ever goes up to a police
oﬃcer and says: "Hey, you shouldn't be here.” People automatically accept a police oﬃcer
wherever he is. They may stare and want to know what's going on, but they never say: "That
man doesn’t belong here.”
Posing as a police oﬃcer would be the best way to integrate with all three major operatives:
LO, JR and JDT.
Posing as a police oﬃcer would allow SB to have access to the evidence room at the police
station if he so desired.
Will Fritz and Henry Wade, desperate to avoid looking like national fools, and very accustomed
to planting and fabricating evidence (Tommy Lee Walker), would hardly need much convincing
that Lee Oswald was the man and that the evidence must show that.
It would not be unusual for a police oﬃcer to show up in Jack Ruby's club. Most likely though,
SB made contact with JR at the Shearith Israel synagogue. It would be very unlikely for either
JDT or LO show up there. Of course both JDT and LO were not drinkers, so SB could have
made contact with JR at the Carousel Club.
It would not be unusual for a police oﬃcer to speak to Lee Oswald. The most likely place to
contact Oswald without running into JDT or JR would be either the Red Cross or the IRC. Both
organizations were and are front organizations for the CIA. William Casey, the past head of the
CIA, was for many years working for Leo Cherne at the IRC. LO’s mom, Marguerite, had made
reference to the IRC. LO implied to his wife in a letter (the Walker letter) that they had friends at
the Red Cross (We have friends here. The Red Cross also will help you).
It would not be unusual for a police oﬃcer to speak to JDT. The logical place to accomplish
this without running into JR or LO would be Austin’s Barbecue in Oak Cliﬀ where JDT worked
as a security guard on weekends.
It was most likely a police oﬃcer who gave JR access to the police garage where LO was shot.
It was most likely a police oﬃcer who chaperoned JR into the midnight press conference on
Friday night.
It was most likely a police oﬃcer who planted the gun that killed JDT inside the Texas Theater.

There are so many police oﬃcers in the Dallas Police Department that it would not be
impossible for an unknown police oﬃcer to integrate. New people are coming in every day.

How Did SB Integrate with the Jewish Community?
Most likely he showed up at either Temple Emanu-El or Shearith Israel under an alias. Being
familiar with the traditions of Judaism, he would have fit right in.
I suspect that Rabbi Silverman was given advance notice of SB’s moving to Dallas.
Rabbi Silverman was somewhat familiar with George Bush's older brother at Yale. Given that
George HW Bush was the logical choice to transfer the order from AD (Allen Dulles) to SB to
“manage” JFK, it seems logical that SB asked GHWB to prevail upon his brother to contact
Rabbi Silverman. This is obviously conjecture. It could be however that SB just appeared at
the synagogue. Or SB could have prevailed on any number of influential people he met over
the years to speak to Rabbi Silverman. Rabbi Silverman was friendly with one of the Warburgs
which is how he got to Shearith Israel in the first place. “Eddie” Warburg apparently knew
Morris Jaﬀe (apparently the Morris I. Jaﬀe, not the Morris D. Jaﬀe from San Antonio) who knew
many people in Dallas.
Rabbi Silverman would be the logical person to introduce SB to many of the prominent
members in the Jewish community. As a member of Haganah, Rabbi Silverman would
know plenty of Dallas Zionists. This is not to suggest that Rabbi Silverman was in on anything.
He was just another person who was used.
It was common for many of the business leaders in the Dallas community to visit many of the
Jewish congregations. It would not have been out of line for SB to meet people who attended
Temple Emanu-El.
There he would have met Sam Bloom, Abraham Zapruder, David Weisblat, Morty Freedman.
Of course, he could have met Abraham Zapruder or David Weisblat through normal CIA
connections. It has been reported that GHWB knew Abraham Zapruder.
David Weisblat, the part-owner of the Dal-Tex building, has been identified by some authors as
a noted Zionist.
Given that the true goal of Zionism is for the US and GB to establish a beachhead into the
Middle East for the purposes of securing oil and control of the Suez Canal, what the Zionists
know, the CIA knows (despite the bullshit).
Again this is not to suggest that these people were material parts of the assassination. Many
were used. It was essential though to eventually involve certain people. The one person who
was unequivocally involved was Abraham Zapruder.

The Logistics
The logistics of the assassination and how it was performed can be seen on my website and
books. I have no desire to go into those logistics here.
The mission to kill JFK was practiced. A site close by was chosen to simulate as closely as
possible the conditions of Dealey Plaza. Many sites were considered. SB was a thoughtful
person, so he would have considered many types of sites.
He would have considered movie studios (yes, Dallas had a movie industry), ghost towns
(Thurber), military bases, old prisons. He also considered old WWII detention camps located in
Kennedy, Crystal City, Seagoville. He had to consider concealment, proximity, ability to
duplicate Dealey Plaza.
Eventually SB chose Burnett Field which was not abandoned but nearly so. The field would be
available. There would be no games played in October and November. He had access to the
field through an old friend, Amon Carter, Jr,, who was an owner of the Fort Worth-Dallas
Rangers.
I have looked at Burnett Field as extensively as I have time for. From what I can determine, the
baseball team had already ceased playing at that stadium. Essentially the stadium was sitting
vacant. But if perchance games were played there in the summer of 1963, it’s extremely
unlikely minor league games would be permitted to interfere with the playoﬀs and World Series.
Amon Carter, Jr. (ACJ) would also be instrumental in gaining Lee Oswald employment at Leslie
Welding. ACJ’s dad was friendly with IB Hale whose wife Virginia worked at the TEC where
Max Clark’s wife also worked. They got Oswald the job at Leslie Welding.
Max Clark’s wife, Gali, also could give LO introductions to the White Russian Community.

Where Was the Mission Practiced
SB looked at many sites to practice the mission. He wanted a site that was accessible and as
close to Dealey Plaza as possible. He also needed to re-create Dealey Plaza without being
seen. He thought of ghost towns, detention camps, abandoned bases, movie studios.
Ultimately he chose Burnett Field. He could access Burnett Field because his former mate
Szubin, Amon Carter, Jr., had access to the stadium. Amon Carter, Jr., was a part owner of the
Dallas Rangers.
I have enclosed a diagram of how the mission was practiced.
Make no mistake about it: this mission was practiced. Nobody went into DP on a lark. SB,
careful thinker that he was would try to recreate the exact conditions of Dallas, TX: weather,
humidity, azimuth of the sun.
Burnett Field provided accessibility, concealment, proximity and availability.
I examined the possibility of Seagoville as it was relatively close to Dallas. It’s a possible
training site. It was a federal prison in 1963. It used to be an internment camp during WWII
(this would have fascinated SB). Conceivably the assassins could have been trained there.
Interestingly enough, Jack Ruby had a contact who lived in Seagoville; Seagoville is listed in
his address book.
Here are other fascinating details I discovered. An old base, Camp Wolters, was near the DFW
area. Camp Wolters could have been used to train the assassins. JDT had trained there
before entry to WWII.
D. H. Byrd, the owner of the TSBD, owned a poultry factory in South Texas in Crystal City,
Texas.

SB and Oak Cliﬀ
People would logically ask: Where did SB live if he planned out the assassination? My best
guess is that he lived in North Oak Cliﬀ right across the street from park in North Oak Cliﬀ. This
is the most logical place for him to live. It would be the most equidistant location from Burnett
Field, Jack Ruby's apartment, 10th and Patton, Top Ten Records and the Texas theater, 1026
N. Beckley.
This would be the center of his operations.
He would be able to fit in because no one would know who he was. He was just another
citizen. He was able to meet with his clients in diﬀerent locations so that they would be unlikely
to run into each other. He posed as a Dallas police oﬃcer which gave him access to the police
department. Of course he was an oﬃcial member of the Dallas Police Department answerable
to no one. Only the top brass would know that he was there. This was an order that came
from above. Case closed. His oﬃcial presence would be oﬀ the books.

How did SB Integrate With His Family
SB had a young family in Washington, DC.
It’s unlikely that his family would visit him in Dallas; that would invite complexity. Conceivably
he could fly back for weekends which was most likely the case. His family would know the
truth, but them revealing the truth would be unlikely if the truth was that they remembered dad
not being around much in 1962, 63.

How Did SB Construct the Mission?
In many respects, he constructed the mission the same way any good author constructs a play
or a novel. You get an idea of what you want to accomplish, then you write the ending first.
This is the way Edgar Allen Poe wrote The Raven. Everything in your plot must drive toward
that ending. Since SB had a background in the arts, plays, writing and espionage, writing the
plot should be a snap.
After writing the basic plot he examined it obsessively for flaws. He then condensed the
extensive plot down into a treatment (outline), and then a paragraph, and then a one sentence
pitch. If he couldn’t sell it to a studio, he couldn’t sell it to the American people, he most likely
reasoned.
So, the one sentence pitch is: Crazy, obnoxious, wife-beating, traitorous, commie-loving loser
buys a rifle and kills the President of the United States.
That sounds like a good movie.
With this in mind, SB then amplified to a one page synopsis, then a ten-page treatment.
The one page synopsis might look something like this.
A disgruntled former Marine named Lee Harvey Oswald comes back to the United
States from Russia to where he defected only three years previously. He settles down in
the Fort Worth area with his new Russian bride, Marina. He attempts to get steady work
but is unsuccessful. He is wild, obnoxious and abrasive. He tries to make friends with
the local Russian community, but they do not like him. He tells anyone who will listen
that he is a communist. Because he cannot get work he has a rocky relationship with
his wife. He beats his wife. He takes up left wing causes. He subscribes to many leftwing publications. He buys a rifle and a pistol. He practices his shooting. He then takes
a shot at a former general of the United States, Edwin Walker. Fearing that he might get
caught he skedaddles down to New Orleans where he was born. He has relatives in
New Orleans. More or less the same cycle repeats itself. He can't get steady work. His
wife joins him oﬀ and on. When she is not with Lee, she is living with a friend in the
Dallas area. The friend helps Marina acclimate to the United States. She acts as a
mother hen for the Oswalds. Lee eventually gets tired of living in New Orleans and
comes back to live in Dallas. He gets a job working at the Texas School Book
Depository. He visits his wife who lives with the friend, the mother hen. Soon he learns
that JFK will visit Dallas. The parade route is announced in the paper. Lee decides to
take his rifle to work the morning that JFK will ride by his place of work. He sets up a
sniper’s nest and then kills the president. He then leaves the depository and goes to
his boarding house in Oak Cliﬀ, picks up a gun and tries to escape. While he is making
his escape he is noticed by a police oﬃcer who stops him. Lee pulls out his gun and
kills the police oﬃcer. He panics, runs down the street and hides in a movie theater
where he is shot and killed. After the fact, much evidence is found in the mother hen’s
garage implicating Lee Oswald.

With this in mind, a more detailed treatment is in order. SB would have known well that writing
organizes your thinking. And so in the treatment he could include his rationale for why he was
doing what he was doing. The treatment allowed him to organize his thinking globally.
And so SB was able to see that he would need a venue for killing JFK, a venue for training the
assassins, a venue for framing the patsy, and a venue for resting the patsy. And so:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Venue for killing JFK: Dealey Plaza
Venue for training the assassins: Oak Cliﬀ
Venue for framing the patsy: Irving
Venue for resting the patsy: New Orleans

In writing the treatment SB worked out the phases of the mission, Oswald returning from
Russia, the move to New Orleans, the return to Dallas. Of course, he could not plan it on a
strict timetable because he had no control of when JFK would visit Dallas.
SB was trained at NYU to know how to write. His writing in later years shows that he was
indeed an accomplished writer.

The Fake Jews
You've heard of the fake news, well, now you get to meet the fake Jews. They are very much
like the fake Christians who lead the United States. Indeed, they're exactly the same. These
are men and women who have completely shucked oﬀ their traditional religion and instead
worship the God of money, power and hedonism. They didn't start oﬀ that way; they got
indoctrinated into their cult.
No true Jew would kill JFK. No true Christian would kill JFK. Fake Christians and fake Jews
would and did kill JFK. Why? Because JFK fucked with their money; he oﬀered a world where
they could not get rich on demand.
Now, the modus operandi of these fake Christians and fake Jews is to have so-called Jews do
the actual killing so that if anyone accuses a so-called Jew, these fake Christians and fake
Jews can accuse the accuser of antisemitism. They use antisemitism as a cudgel and shield to
commit all sorts of malfeasance in the world today.
For years I've tried to come up with a good name for these people. I think the name that fits
best is Neo-Roman.

What is a Neo-Roman
A Neo-Roman fancies himself better than other men. He considers himself a master of the
universe. He worships money and power. If the smaller people become hurt through his good
intentions, so be it; it is an unfortunate consequence of the noblesse oblige he bestows upon
humanity for the good of humanity.
What is important to the Neo-Roman is himself and his stature within the community. The NeoRoman comes from all walks of life and all religions yet he has no grounding in morality as
commonly defined and practiced.

Was Seymour Bolten a Neo-Roman?
I'm probably biased, but as I have come to study this man, I am willing to give him the benefit
of the doubt. I think he was a hybrid who got stuck between two worlds. I don't think the CIA
or the elites were able to fully corrupt him. Still they needed him because he could walk, where
they could not, into the regular world of Lee Oswald and Jack Ruby. So, he did his job
knowing full well the disastrous consequences it would yield.
Why do I think he was a hybrid?
A. He left clues (in my opinion) leading back to himself.
B. He sent his boy, Joshua to a regular public school for his primary education. He wanted his
boy to be grounded to regular people. Had he been an elite and fully corrupted, he never
would have done so.
C. Look into his eyes; I don't see an evil person there.

Was Seymour Bolten a Fake Jew?
This is not an easy question to answer because I believe he had a divided personality. I think
he was able to flip back and forth between being a Neo-Roman and a man of faith as easily as
you can turn a light switch oﬀ and on.
I think Seymour Bolten still retained a sense of normality and humanity. A real Jew actually
practices his faith; he or she does not need to show it oﬀ. Maybe this is why he chose not to
join (from what I can glean) the Jewish fraternity at NYU. Maybe this is why he thought the
Holocaust Memorial should represent all people who were victims of Hitler's rage.
So was he a fake Jew? Well, in my opinion, he planned the assassination reluctantly. You tell
me.

Is it Wrong to Implicate Fake Jews in the JFK
Assassination
No, it is actually anti-Semitic to not include Jews as collaborators in the assassination of JFK.
When you exclude Jews from being possible collaborators in the assassination, you're
discriminating against Jews because they are Jews. That is an antisemitic act. You are
excluding Jews from humanity.
Too many "responsible "researchers have excluded the Jews because they do not want to be
labeled as antisemitic. This exclusion is in itself antisemitic. Of course, no one would be
happier than the CIA when one excludes the Jews. Indeed, the CIA uses and will use the
cudgel of antisemitism to intimidate investigators who even think about accusing Israelis the
CIA happily employs as assassins.
Let's be frank: this assassination was a collaboration between fake Christians and fake Jews.
There is nothing Christian about CIA. There's nothing Jewish about Mossad. There is nothing
Christian or Jewish about their collaborators or fellow travelers.

Evidence
Here are a few things I discovered. Tell me what you think.

Jack Ruby and SB?
I am postulating that SB posed as a Dallas police oﬃcer and chaperoned Jack Ruby into the
County Police Building on Friday night. He chaperoned Jack Ruby into the Dallas Police
Department garage on Sunday morning. Jack Ruby was seen on the street very much prior to
10:00 AM on Sunday morning. This testimony was disregarded. Yes, Jack Ruby probably
could've entered on his own on both days; however, he couldn't predict the future. He didn't
know if he was going to be thrown out. This was no ordinary weekend. Thus he had to have a
chaperone. He had to be protected.
Here is one picture that I believe could be SB. Is it possible to be someone else? Sure. In the
video, JR seems to be looking beyond the policeman, not at him.
If this picture is not your cup to tea, I have discovered other photos that could be SB at the
same press conference.

The Press Conference
It seems rational to me that SB would have been there at the Oswald press conference late
Friday night. Check out these photos. I’m not sure. These are stills. The camera was oddly
angled and thus unfairly elongated people’s faces.
I’m sure there are many people in the world who resemble SB. We all look like somebody.
There’s probably a guy on your street who looks like SB or LO. But if we see somebody who
looks like SB standing there at the press conference, we should take a second look.

I tried to compress the image a bit, and here is what I came up with. I'm sure a pro can do a
better job.

1477
I was looking for ways that SB might leave his signature, without leaving his name and a
written confession, either purposefully or inadvertently. I was intrigued by his POW number
which was 1477. For three years he lived with that number, so it seemed logical to me he
might leave that number as a clue. Maybe I was looking too hard here, but here is what I
found.
So, we can all agree that JD was at the GLOCO local station. But what does it mean when we
say he was at the GLOCO gas station. Was he on the premises of the GLOCO gas station; was
he across the street from the GLOCO gas station, or was he catty corner from the GLOCO gas
station on the south side of Zang?
It might make a diﬀerence. Just because witnesses saw him at the GLOCO station does not
mean that he was physically on the grounds of the station. He could have been next-door or
catty-corner across Zang.
I have enclosed a few modern maps. I am assuming that the correct location was 1502 North
Zang which would place it at the northeast corner of Greenbriar and Zang. This may be
incorrect.
If JDT was on the premises of the GLOCO or or on the north side of Zang, and he was there
presumably to “look for Oswald”, then why would he not continue down Zang rather than
Lancaster? If he was following Oswald down Zang, there would be no reason for him to turn
down back towards Lancaster.
If he was on the south side of Zang (more likely), then he would be less likely to “follow
Oswald”. Why then would he be there and leave suddenly unless he had some other motive as I have suggested.
Yes, it’s possible he could have been north of Zang and then crossed the median strip a bit
down the road to head down Marsalis (and then Lancaster), but for what purpose? We’re back
to the same question.
At any rate, just south of 1502 Zang is 1477 Zang. Across the street you can artificially
construct 1477 Marsalis. Of course, 1477 is a significant number.
1477 was SB’s POW number for 3 years. Now, I know this is a stretch to think that this might
be significant, but maybe it isn’t. SB certainly would have walked the area and been aware of
where he was. Maybe he saw that address, 1477 North Zang, and felt it was a favorable omen.
I would have. I wouldn’t have revolved my plot around a number, but I sure would think twice
about it.
Note: Obviously I am constructing this on modern day street maps. I have looked online to
find a street map from 1963, but I can not find one. I don’t have the time or inclination to move
to Dallas at this point in my life in order to search through the Dallas Public Library. I did apply
for a membership online, but their website was designed sub-optimally.

Superstition
SB was most likely a superstitious man. Extremely educated people are not immune from
superstition. Perfectionists are very prone to superstition. They want to get things exactly right.
And they are educated enough to know that all the education and planning in the world isn't as
good as luck. This is one of the reasons why SB chose the local station. GLOCO: Good Luck
Oil Company.
Another vital point that SB noted was that if you drew a line horizontally across Oak Cliﬀ from
Beckley to the GLOCO station (1502 Zang) you came very close to a very significant number
which meant a lot to him.
1477 North Beckley to 1477 North Marsalis. 1477 North Zang is along that latitude. Now, of
course, there is no 1477 North Marsalis oﬃcially. No matter, SB would create it to lend support
to his mission. If you can’t find a natural omen, create one.
1477 was his POW number. He was number 1477 for nearly three years of his life. It was a
number he could remember. He would never forget it. 1477 was a protective number for him.
While in the POW camp, he had played with that number. 14 was the 14th letter of the
alphabet - N. 7 was the 7th letter of the alphabet - G. NGG. Perhaps this is why his nickname
was N-oog to his kids. Perhaps not. At any rate if you cycle 77 three times through the
alphabet you come upon with Y. N + Y = New York. SB would have thought this a propitious
sign when he was in that POW camp in Szubin. Being in a helpless, dependent position makes
you a little superstitious no matter how smart a guy you are.
1477.
SB may have noted that as a propitious sign and decided to incorporate that address line into
his plan. He knew he would need all the luck he could get. He interpreted this as a favorable
sign from God.
Numbers and symmetry were extremely important to SB.
From this point he sketched out a rough plan of how the mission would work. I have detailed
the JDT handoﬀ explicitly in my books on my website: www.thejfklie.com. They are free
downloads.

Important Note
I understand that this superstitious behavior may seem a stretch to you as a normal person.
But SB was not a normal person. He was an extremely intelligent individual, very careful, very
aware that all the planning in the world can go south very quickly. He would understand that
you need every advantage you can get; and part of that involves an appeal to God. That may
seem strange to you, but I can assure you that SB was a very big believer in God, and omens
and propitious signs.
Educated people are not above superstition. Your degree of superstition has much to do with
events that have happened in your life that are beyond your control. Something happened in
SB's early life that was beyond his control. It aﬀected his development. It made him cautious,
meticulous, careful and reserved. In a way, he is almost shy.
I would not be surprised to discover that he had a mild case of OCD where he went through
touching rituals in order to make things perfect, so as to avoid disaster.
His relationship with his father is interesting. When he writes back to United States in one of his
posts from Szubin, he addresses the letter to his mother, Mrs. E. Bolten. He does not include
his father's name. Why?
SB was the first-born son of Samuel and Eda Bolotovsky. As such he would take after his
mother.

The Best Evidence of All
The best evidence of all is to look at the Bush Cabal, the network that encompasses the Bush
Empire. A clever man can take advantage of all these connections to do whatever he wants.
In viewing the connections between various peoples, don’t view the connections in the context
of people getting together in one room so as to plan the assassination. View the connections
as a map that a very clever person would use to get from Point a to Point B.
If you want to visit me in Texas, you're going to use a map to find out which roads to travel.
Similarly, if are going to kill the President, you are going to use a map of connections to find out
which people you can use to accomplish that end.
The people who are being used may have no idea what you are doing.
Check out the Bush Cabal file in the Appendix. Zoom in to see detail.

Players
The Role of Lucius Clay
Lucius Clay was not an innocent player in the JFK assassination. His skills would have been
invaluable. He was an expert administrator. He was also a right wing defendant of what he
perceived to be America’s best interest.
It’s not possible for LC to not be aware and permissive of Operation Gladio while he was chief
administrator in the rebuilding of West Germany.1
This leads us to suspect that LC was a part of the OSS/CIA’s eﬀorts in West Germany.
We know that shortly before JFK was assassinated, LC took a meeting between Allen Dulles
(AD) and Paulino Sierra Martinez a member of Operation 40.
Operation 40, or Op 40, was a Cuban expat CIA of sorts.
What they discussed in anyone’s guess, but the meeting illustrates that LC, while ostensibly
retired, was still involved in US intelligence.
SB knew Lucius Clay and it is reasonable to conclude that Lucius Clay knew SB.
LC was working at Lehman Brothers at the time of the JFK Assassination. Lehman Bothers
had extensive social and banking ties with the oil and gas industry - as well as with the CIA.
That LC was working at Lehman Brothers indicates that he was simpatico with the CIA’s vision
of the world.
What specifically was LC’s role? I do not know, but SB would have used LC’s skills to
coordinate aﬀairs in DC at SB’s request if the need arose.
As to who came first in the JFK Assassination saga, SB or LC, most likely SB came first. LC
undoubtedly helped SB’s career along and vouched for him. SB returned the favors by relying
on LC at a critical time.

SB was 100% familiar with the various political parties in Germany under all occupation
zones. What he knew, LC knew.
1

Lucius Clay and Corporate America
Lucius Clay became CEO of Continental Can during the 1950s. As such LC had a seat at the
table in Corporate America’s quest for profits. This is from Continental Can’s webpage:
Continental Can’s extensive acquisition program continued in the 1940s as it entered
the fields of paper and fiber containers, bottle caps, and synthetic resins. By 1950 the
company had 65 plants, including 8 plants producing fiber and paper containers, 4
plants producing crown caps, and 1 plant producing plastics. Gross sales rose from
$174.3 million in 1944 to $397.9 million in 1950, with cans accounting for 83 percent,
while net income rose from $6 million to $14.9 million over the same period. In 1950
gross sales reached 71 percent of American Can’s level.
Conway, who had presided over Continental Can’s growth as its chief executive oﬃcer
since 1926, retired in 1950. His hand-picked successor was General Lucius Clay,
military governor of the U.S.-occupied zone of Germany in the years immediately
following World War II and chief organizer of the airlift that supplied West Berlin during
the Soviet land blockade. Continental Can grew even more rapidly under Clay’s
direction. In 1954 gross sales reached $616 million—94 percent of American Can’s total
—and net income rose to a record of almost $21 million. The number of its plants had
grown to 81, of which 45 were can making plants.
Acquisition and diversification were largely responsible for Continental Can’s growth. In
its first 50 years the company purchased and absorbed 28 independent can
companies. Acquisition of concerns producing fiber drums, paper containers, and
bottle tops in the 1940s broadened its range of products beyond metal containers. And
the firm’s campaign to pass American Can in sales drew impetus in 1950 from a federal
judge’s ruling that the practice by both companies of giving long-term discounts to
quantity customers was a violation of antitrust law. This decision benefited Continental
Can by allowing it to pick oﬀ some of its rival’s big clients, although it also encouraged
some large packers to begin manufacturing their own cans.
In 1956 Continental Can acquired Hazel-Atlas Glass Co., third-largest U.S.
manufacturer of glass containers, and thus became the first company with a full line of
containers in metal, paper, and glass. It also bought Robert Gair Co., a leading
producer of paperboard products. In the same year it purchased Cochrane Foil Co. to
manufacture and distribute aluminum plates and rigid foil packages for the frozen-food
industry and other food suppliers. These acquisitions temporarily pushed Continental
Can ahead of American Can in annual sales, which passed $1 billion in 1957. The
Hazel-Atlas purchase, however, was challenged in federal court by the Department of
Justice as a violation of antitrust law. When the Supreme Court voided the purchase in
1964, Continental Can was already in the process of selling eight of Hazel-Atlas Glass’s
ten plants to Brockway Glass Co.
Continental Can operated 155 plant facilities in 1960. In that year its net sales fell for the
first time since 1942, in part due to the aftermath of a steelworkers’ strike, but the total
still came to more than $1.1 billion. Net income dropped from $40 million to $27.8
million that year. During the early 1960s there was little growth in annual net sales, but
net income reached a record $48.9 million in 1964 on sales of $1.2 billion. Of the sales
total that year, about 55 percent came from cans.

The Role of Clay Shaw
SB probably first met Clay Shaw through his work in West Germany during the 1950s.
It is also possible that he could have met first Clay Shaw when Shaw was living in New York in
the late 1930s, or near the end of the war before Shaw returned to NO.
Shaw was a playwright. SB was in the Playgoers Society at NYU. The remote possibility
exists that they first met there, although I doubt it. NYC is a big place.
Given Shaw’s involvement with Permindex, it seems logical that SB would have come into
contact with Shaw given that Permindex was in bed with so many fascists.
Permindex reportedly was financed by big money from big banks. There were certainly many
right wing capitalists and fascists on Permindex.2
Shaw had much in common with SB. Shaw was an accomplished administrator. He was good
at what he did.
Shaw would have been a useful person to use given his presence in NO. This would dovetail in
nicely with Lee Oswald’s NO roots.
Shaw would be an ideal babysitter for Lee Oswald when it came necessary to get Oswald out
of Dallas.
It was necessary to get Oswald out of NO so that the assassins could be trained. SB would
need to focus on training the assassins. The last thing SB would want is Lee Oswald
accidentally stumbling into what he was planning.
Lee Oswald was chosen to be the patsy well before the LO had returned to FW from Russia.

The Role of Lee Oswald
As a meticulous planner and researcher SB would have made it his business to know
everything about LO. He would've known about his desire to be a secret agent. He would have
known about his favorite show, I Led Three Lives. SB would have taken advantage of that.
The skillful CIA oﬃcer uses and cultivates a person’s desire to escape their ordinary life into a
world of secrecy and intrigue.
The skillful CIA oﬃcer understands the limitations of blackmail.

For anyone who thinks Permindex and CMC were there to peddle housewares and innovative
concepts in home building, one can read CMC, The Italian Undercover CIA and Mossad
Station and The Assassination of JFK by Michele Metta.
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In the grand scheme of things LO was recruited to pose as a radical, nutty communist within
the DFW community. That is what LO thought he was doing. In reality, though, he was being
set up as a communist so as to frame him for the JFK assassination.
The loutishness, the fake wife beatings, the shooting of General Walker were done to promote
his authenticity. The handing out of pamphlets in New Orleans, the speaking to the Jesuits, the
scuﬄe with Carlos Bringuier were also tools to cement his bona fides as a true communist.
This was LO’s purpose as he understood it: to ferret out commies.
Of course we know he was anything but a communist.
In time, LO was graduated up the ladder to a more important role: setting up the sniper’s nest
for the assassins. Of course it was not the sniper’s nest that he was setting up at the TSBD but
a decoy nest.
LO was to set up the nest before noon, then head down to the lunchroom, where he was told
to be noticed by coworkers. It was essential that he be seen in the second-floor lunchroom.
Being seen would secure in LO’s mind a clear alibi. With that assurance, he would leave the
depository with complete confidence that he would not be implicated.
After the shooting of JFK, LO walked down to Elm Street and was picked up in a car and taken
straight to the Texas Theater, a soundproof room where he would hear no sirens, no news, no
radio and no television.
He was told that he was going to be extracted to West Germany. That's why LO had German
flashcards in his final eﬀects. SB probably embellished the charade by speaking to LO in
German.
That's why LO was moving about the theater looking for a contact.
Of course, LO was not extracted.
LO was a dead man once he entered that theater. The Tippit killing was gravy, not essential to
the mission. The mission was over once LO entered the Texas Theater. Meticulous planner
that he was, SB would have a man inside and outside the theater to take out LO should he get
spooked and leave.
So, in summary, setting up LO is a simple mission: LO sets up the decoy nest, walks to the
second floor lunch room, exits the building, enters a vehicle (Craig), travels to the TT, enters the
building. Mission over.

The Assassins
SB chose Israelis to be assassins. He chose Israelis because they were foreign and would
therefore have no emotional attachment to JFK. He did not want an assassin going soft out of
patriotism. In addition the Israelis had the most experience given their long experience fighting
the British and Arabs under the British Mandate in Palestine. He also chose the Israelis
because it would be possible to integrate them into the Jewish community in Dallas.

Many researchers are appalled when the subject of Jewish involvement is raised. They feel that
a reference to Jews is discriminatory. The same people have and have had no problem with
Christians being accused for decades. Actually to not involve the Jews is discrimination. When
you reflexively reject the Jews as possible accomplices, you are excluding Jews from humanity.
You become the discriminator.
SB saw the Jews as the perfect people to use because he could use the weapon of antiSemitism to protect them from possible accusers.
Additionally, because Jews had been persecuted for two millennia, they had developed skills of
sticking together, keeping matters close to the vest. This would be invaluable in planning and
execution.
Many Dallas Jews were ardent Zionists who had a firm desire to help Israel. There was a real
fear of JFK amongst these Zionists. If Israel’s militants wanted JFK dead, the Dallas Zionists
would help in any way they could. No one was going to talk lest they be ostracized by this
ardent Zionist community. The fear of ostracism is very strong. If ostracism wasn’t enough to
scare them into silence, Mossad would take care of the rest.
Mossad has and has had no qualms about taking out Jews who they deem are harmful to
Israel’s best interest as they define them.
This is not to suggest that the Jews are solely to blame for JFK’s assassination. No, this
assassination was another collaboration between the usual suspects - fake Jews and fake
Christians.

The Specific Assassins
This is speculation, an attempt to put a specific name and face to the assassins.
SB chose Mike Harari as his man to coordinate the assassination on Dealey Plaza. Mike Harari
recruited Yitzhak Hofi as his right hand man. They became Walkie Talkie Man and Umbrella
Man respectively. They in turn chose the men who would pull the triggers. They also chose
Abraham Zapruder to film the event.
The theme was blue. Mike and Yitzhak wore blue. Zapruder may have worn blue. Mike
always wears blue - always.
The specifics of the assassination are described elsewhere.
Both men saw their stars rise in Israel. Both men were leaders, and both men were wily and
smart.
Another assassin might be Ehud Barak. He could be one of two participants: the Babushka
lady or the man who shot JDT (man with bushy hair). Ehud Barak is familiar with dressing up in
drag (Spring of Youth campaign).
Admittedly, Barak would have been young in 1963 at age 21. So what? Oswald was young at
age 24. If you want someone to impersonate a 24 year old, why not start with someone in their
20s?

According to Barak’s autobiography, he had trained with OAS men in France until June of
1963. His unit’s (Sayeret Matkal) next mission was slated for February of 1964 which was an
operation to place electronic eavesdropping equipment in Egypt. So it's logical that his time
was completely occupied in planning this mission in Egypt. But at the same time he was
slowly being indoctrinated into the dark world of what these anti-communists like OAS are
really all about.
Anyone who is going to be chosen to train with OAS is also likely to be chosen for a mission to
kill JFK. Clearly his superior oﬃcers had noted skill and intelligence in young Barak. And it's
not like he would be leading a mission to kill JFK.
Most importantly, it was SB’s decision who to pick. He certainly would have asked around;
and since he needed someone of Oswald’s age, he would have soon learned of this young
upstart named Ehud Barak.
As to what Barak would add to the mission to kill JFK is anyone’s guess. Barak had skills in
lock picking and navigation. He was also bright and lucky; and he had good leadership skills.
Maybe that was enough. At any rate, to get picked for the mission only one person, SB, would
need to be impressed.
Note: I can’t believe I fell for that Louis Steven Witt story for all these years. It never occurred
to me that his story was a fabrication, except of course, the Joe Kennedy umbrella story. The
idea of protesting with an umbrella because Neville Chamberlain used an umbrella is absurd
given the context of LSW as an American. But if the assassins were Israelis, the story would
be totally relevant.
Symbolism is very important in Judaism, much more so than in Christianity. I believe this
arises because Jews have been persecuted for 2000 years.
Jews value visual reminders to promote unity and cohesiveness. It’s a war for survival out
there. Visual clues like the Star of David, the Mezuzah, the kippah, and the color blue focus
Jewish minds on what they are fighting for.
The following is from Wikipedia:
In the Torah the Israelites are commanded to dye one of the threads of their tallit (prayer
shawl) with tekhelet; when they look at this dye they will think of the blue sky, and of the
God above them in Heaven. Tekhelet corresponds to the color of the divine revelation
(Midrash Numbers Rabbah xv.) Blue in Judaism has thus had an important significance
throughout the history of Jewish culture up to the present. Blue was also associated
with the ten commandments. When Moses and the elders went up to mount Sinai, they
saw God standing on a Sapphire pavement (Blue) and the tables of the law were made
of the stone (i.e. Sapphire) and thus the blue on their garments was to be a permanent
reminder of the law of God.

See Blue in Judaism in Wikipedia.
David Ben-Gurion wasn’t so much concerned about the aﬀairs of the future world as he was
that Jews be part of that world. You see, Christians don’t worry about survival like Jews do,
especially after the Holocaust.

Thus, the umbrella; thus, Mike Harari always wearing blue. I did a colorization of Umbrella
Man, and I see a blue shirt. Of course, I’m not a pro, and I’m using an oﬀ-the-shelf colorizer.
At any rate his suit may be dark blue. Zapruder’s suit that day when he appears on television is
a navy blue. I do not know if this is the same suit he wore in DP that day. Obviously, Walkie
Talkie Man is wearing a blue jacket. A colorization I performed on Marilyn Sitzman’s coat
demonstrates that the color may be blue.
Is this significant? Possibly.
Now, before you go ape over this speculation, let me ask you a question: Who would you
choose to assassinate JFK? I would choose Israelis; and you could hardly do better than the
men I chose here.

Were the Jews the sole killers?
To begin with no true Jew would kill the President. Only fake Jews would kill the President. To
be fair the fake Christians were just as culpable.

SB’s Known Contacts
Amon Carter, Jr. - Szubin, Poland
GHWB - CIA
Lucius Clay - Germany
Larry Allen - Szubin, Poland

The Role of Larry Allen
Larry Allen was in the receiving press corp when JFK visited Mexico City. I have a document
that lists his name. I am not sure what to make of this. What other role did he play? Was he
CIA?
Larry Allen and SB knew each other well.
Given the CIA’s infiltration of the media, there is enough reason to suspect that Larry Allen was
a CIA collaborator. How far he goes in the JFK assassination I do not know.
Here is a short bio on Larry Allen.
Laurence Edmund Allen was born in Mount Savage, Maryland, on October 19, 1908.
After attending schools in several states he began his career in 1926 on the Baltimore
News. In later years he was a reporter for the Washington Herald and Associated Press.
He served as a European war correspondent from 1938 to 1944, writing from warships
in the Mediterranean and winning a Pulitzer Prize for his reporting in 1942. He was held

in a Nazi prison camp for eight months. After the war, he covered the Communist
takeover of Poland. Allen then moved to Moscow in 1949 where he headed the
Associated Press news bureau, and the next year held the same post in Tel Aviv. War
coverage was Allen's special forte, so in 1951 he headed for South-East Asia, where he
wrote about the French-Indochina War and was present at the battle of Dien Bien Phu.
By 1957 the Caribbean had become a world trouble spot and Allen shifted his focus to
the Castro takeover in Cuba. In 1960 he became head of the American Press Service,
which specialized in Latin American news coverage. He died aged 66 in Mexico City on
May 12, 1975.
This is quite a resume. I’m betting that Larry Allen is involved on some level, knowingly or
unknowingly. If I’m SB, and I’m planning on having LO take a trip to Mexico City, why not have
a trusted friend help me out?
Now, it is possible Larry Allen could not have helped SB him out as his wife died shortly before
LHO’ strip to Mexico City.

The Role of JD Tippit
SB recruited JDT for one mission alone - to kill him and pin the killing on Lee Oswald. People
might approve of LO killing JFK; they would never abide by LO killing a police oﬃcer.
SB met with JD Tippit regularly in Oak Cliﬀ. SB lived in Oak Cliﬀ. SB patiently scouted all the
sites where JDT would carry out his mission.
Obviously JD Tippit was set up.
The GLOCO gas station, Top Ten Records, the corner of Beckley and Nealy, 10th and Patton
were specifically chosen. SB personally walked the distances. He “walked” JD Tippit
personally through the areas where JDT would eventually visit on 11/22/63.
Ironically, or not so ironically, JD Tippit was gunned down very close to the high school that our
old friend Charles Cabell had attended - W. H. Adamson.
People in Oak Cliﬀ saw SB every day of the week in 62, 63. He lived in Oak Cliﬀ.
SB would have preferred a quiet street, near a park so as to clear his mind.
My best guess is that he chose a street bordering the park in North Oak Cliﬀ. It was centrally
located between the LO’s boarding house, Top Ten Records, Ruby’s apartment and Burnett
Field.
SB would prefer a house out of the way where he could operate and think in quiet. Plus as a
person who enjoyed gardening, he would prefer a room with a view.
His mind required quietude in order to think.

Why Did SB Choose JD Tippit?
SB probably picked up Tippit’s name through Carl Mather who was a radio guy who worked
with intelligence.
Carl Mather worked for Collins Electric. Collins Electric was not Emett’s Fix-it Shop in
Mayberry. Collins Electric was a major defense contractor. Collins Electric became Rockwell
Collins/Collins Aerospace.
CM and JDT were friends.
SB likely recruited CM to do the radio operations for the mission.
There has to be some reason why CM didn’t want to talk to investigators, although CM had no
idea JDT would be recruited or used to demonize LO.
It’s less likely that SB would have met JDT in JR’s Carousel Club. SB would want to keep JR
and JDT separate. It's much more likely that SB interacted with JDT at Austin’s Barbecue.
In short order SB met JDT and “interviewed” him.
JDT was a military guy which SB found attractive. Indeed, all three men SB chose - LO, JDT,
JR - were former military. This provided an inroad to get to know them. SB was an expert at
getting people to talk about themselves. And why not? SB was an insatiably curious individual
who genuinely liked people and their life stories.
JDT was also hard-up for cash - another positive. JDT needed money for his family.
Another positive point was that JDT knew North Oak Cliﬀ like the back of his hand.
SB oﬀered JDT a deal he could not turn down: Cash for carrying out a simple assignment. Go
from points A to B to C to D.
What JDT did not know is what SB did know - that JDT would die.
It’s possible, in order to ensure that JDT went through with the “deal”, that SB blackmailed JDT
by threatening to reveal JDT’s aﬀair with Johnnie Maxie Thompson to his wife or the DPD. This
may explain JDT’s somewhat frantic behavior that day on 11/22/63.
More likely though is that SB invited JDT into a special project that only he and SB would know
about. A skillful CIA oﬃcer plays on his clients desire for excitement in their lives. A skillful CIA
oﬃcer does not rely on blackmail alone.
If I were SB, I would present myself to JDT as a high-level police oﬃcer in a special division of
the DPD so as to gain JDT’s trust. I would tell JDT that the department was conducting a
study or a test to see how fast policeman could get from point A to point B. I would tell him
that it was a secret operation that no one was to talk about and that JDT could make an extra
five hundred bucks. I would tell him that he was chosen because he knew Oak Cliﬀ pretty well.
I would reassure JDT that the operation was totally legal, that no laws were going to broken.
After I recruited him and got him to go on a few practice runs, I might mention never so slightly
that I had done a background check on him and had discovered his aﬀair with Johnnie Maxie
Thompson. I would assure him that while this could normally get him fired from the DPD, that
wasn’t going to happen because he was helping the department out.

Now, could SB have recruited JDT this way? Absolutely.
How Did SB Justify the Murder of JDT?
SB convinced himself that JDT would go down in history a hero. He felt like so many others
who hang out in elite circles that a man like JDT would be better oﬀ serving his country in the
manner the elites saw fit.
It was a piece of cake to justify murdering JFK.
SB could easily accept the notion that JFK deserved death because Joe Kennedy bought the
election for his son in 1960. I remember GHWB once referring to the West Virginia election
theft. The MSM made a big deal of that comment at the time.
Additionally, SB really believed that JFK’s vision was unrealistic and false for the world even
though he knew assassinating the President was wrong. By killing the President, SB
reasoned, he would be preventing millions of deaths that JFK would ultimately cause.
Still SB had qualms about killing JFK. SB would have foreseen all the maladies we face today
which are a result of that assassination. Most likely he would have warned AD through GHWB.
He was overruled.
As a loyal CIA oﬃcer, and a junior oﬃcer in the club, he would have reluctantly played team
ball. His entire career had trained him to follow orders.
JDT’s death was not so easy to justify. SB tried.
What SB tried to see in JDT was every gentile who had ever beaten up or bullied a Jew. He
decided to use JDT as a representation of the innocent Jews who were slaughtered by the
Nazis. One innocent gentile for millions of innocent Jews.
Of course, SB could not fully justify the killing of JDT as JDT was an innocent man. SB would
have likened the killing of JDT to selling short in the stock market. No matter how hard you try
to justify it, when you sell short you are rooting for the company to fail.
At any rate, JDT was sacrificed in order too demonize LO. People might approve of killing
JFK. They would never approve of a cop killer.

Did SB Have the Strength To Knowingly Set Up JDT?
His training in West Germany under Lucius Clay, then later as a CIA oﬃcer, had trained him to
be so callus. He certainly would have known about and participated in Gladio.
The CIA is ultimately a cult that one joins and becomes acclimated to.
Every business has its secrets that are shocking to the public.

Lying, cheating, stealing and killing are a way of life for the CIA. Mike Pompeo, the former CIA
chief, admitted as much.

Do We Have Evidence of SB and JDT Interacting?
There had to be numerous people who had seen them together but never thought anything
about it.
There are no photos that I can find.
Can we find “fingerprints” that can specifically indicate an association between JDT and SB?
We have to step back and look at the big picture to see the connection.
There are four points where LO, or the reputed LO, and JDT are connected.
1. 12:45 PM. They first cross paths at the GLOCO gas station. As JDT awaits there, LO (fake
or real) comes across the Houston Street viaduct.
2. 12:55 PM. Next LO exits a cab at Beckley and Nealy as JDT drives near by.
3. 1:00 PM LO receives a mysterious signal at the boarding house close to the time when JDT
makes a mysterious phone call from Top Ten Records which incidentally sits within viewing
distance of the TT (where real Oswald is probably located).
4. 1:12 PM JDT and LO arrive at 10th and Patton.
Coincidence? No.
The proximity of these two individuals coming together repeatedly in such a short time span
strongly supports collusion. Since there is no logical connection between LO and JDT, a third
party must be involved.
That third party is SB. SB was controlling LO and JDT.
How can we know this without photos? SB would have had to leave a fingerprint of sorts.
Well, one is the symmetry of the mission. There is beautiful symmetry here. And thus
symmetry could only come from a man who appreciates order and beauty. Let’s look at it
visually.
I have attached a file called SB’s symmetry.

Where precisely was JDT at the Gloco Station?
This is important. We know he was seen at the GLOCO station, but was he actually at the
GLOCO station or was he on the south side of Greenbrier looking at the GLOCO station; or
was he on the south side of Zang catty-corner from the GLOCO station.
Just because witnesses saw him at the GLOCO station does not mean that he was physically
on the grounds of the station. He could have been next-door or catty-corner across Zang.

If he was on the same side of Zang as the GLOCO station, he would not have an easy shot
down Lancaster Avenue. He would have to go down Zang and then circle around back to
Lancaster wasting valuable time. Of course, he could have crossed over the median strip if
there was one at the time.
If he was following Oswald down Zang, there would be no reason for him to turn down back
towards Lancaster.
If he was catty-corner on the other side of Zang, there would be no way for him to follow
Oswald down Zang. This would imply another motive for JDT being there. Also, it would be
an odd place to set up if you were watching for people coming oﬀ the Houston Street viaduct.
Unless of course you had another motive.
Why is this significant?
It is significant because of the address where he was physically located.
SB was most likely a superstitious man. Extremely educated people are not immune from
superstition. Perfectionists are very prone to superstition. They want to get things exactly right.
And they are educated enough to know that all the education and planning in the world isn't as
good as luck. This is one of the reasons why SB chose the local station. GLOCO: Good Luck
Oil Company.
Another vital point that SB noted was that if you drew a line horizontally across Oak Cliﬀ from
Beckley to the GLOCO station (1502 Zang) you came very close to a very significant number
which meant a lot to him.
1477 North Beckley to 1477 North Marsalis. 1477 North Zang is along that latitude. Now, of
course, there is no 1477 North Marsalis oﬃcially. No matter, SB would create it to lend support
to his mission. If you can’t find a natural omen, create one.
1477 was his POW number. He was number 1477 for nearly three years of his life. It was a
number he could remember. He would never forget it. 1477 was a protective number for him.
While in the POW camp, he had played with that number. 14 was the 14th letter of the
alphabet - N. 7 was the 7th letter of the alphabet - G. NGG. Perhaps this is why his nickname
was N-oog to his kids. Perhaps not. At any rate if you cycle 77 three times through the
alphabet you come upon with Y. N + Y = New York. SB would have thought this a propitious
sign when he was in that POW camp in Szubin. Being in a helpless, dependent position makes
you a little superstitious no matter how smart a guy you are.
1477.
SB noted that as a propitious sign and decided to incorporate that address line into his plan.
He knew he would need all the luck he could get. He interpreted this as a favorable sign from
God.
Numbers and symmetry were extremely important to SB.3

I would not be surprised to learn that SB was strong in mathematics. Why? Mathematics is a
language, not a science. SB was a student of language.
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From this point he sketched out a rough plan of how the mission would work. I have detailed
the JDT handoﬀ explicitly in my books on my website: www.thejfklie.com. They are free
downloads.
Important Note
I understand that this superstitious behavior may seem a stretch to you as a normal person.
But SB was not a normal person. He was an extremely intelligent individual, very careful, very
aware that all the planning in the world can go south very quickly. He would understand that
you need every advantage you can get; and part of that involves an appeal to God. That may
seem strange to you, but I can assure you that SB was a very big believer in God, omens and
propitious signs.
Educated people are not above superstition. Your degree of superstition has much to do with
events that have happened in your life that are beyond your control. Something happened in
SB's early life that was beyond his control. It aﬀected his development. It made him cautious,
meticulous, careful and reserved. In a way, he is almost shy.
I would not be surprised to discover that he had a mild case of OCD where he went through
touching rituals in order to make things perfect, so as to avoid disaster.
His relationship with his father is interesting. When he writes back to United States in one of his
posts from Szubin, he addresses the letter to his mother, Mrs. E. Bolten. He does not include
his father's name. Why?
SB was the first-born son of Samuel and Eda Bolotovsky. As such he would take after his
mother.
Where am I going with this? We all have a dark side. What is SB’s dark side? What is he
holding back from us? What pain exists in his soul?

SB and Jack Ruby
SB posed as a Dallas police oﬃcer and chaperoned Jack Ruby into the County Police Building
on Friday night. He chaperoned Jack Ruby into the Dallas Police Department garage on
Sunday morning. Jack Ruby was seen on the street very much prior to 10:00 AM on Sunday
morning. This testimony was disregarded. Yes, Jack Ruby probably could've entered on his
own on both days; however, he couldn't predict the future. He didn't know if he was going to
be thrown out. This was no ordinary weekend. Thus he had to have a chaperone. He had to be
protected.
Here is one picture that I believe could be SB. Is it possible to be someone else? Sure.
If this picture is not your cup to tea, I have discovered other photos that could be SB at the
same press conference.

The Press Conference
It seems rational to me that SB would have been there at the Oswald press conference late
Friday night. Check out these photos. I’m not sure. These are stills. The camera was oddly
angled and thus unfairly elongated people’s faces.
I’m sure there are many people in the world who resemble SB. We all look like somebody.
There’s probably a guy on your street who looks like SB or LO. But if we see somebody who
looks like SB standing there at the press conference, we should take a second look.

Is it Wrong to Implicate Jews
No, it is actually antisemitic to not include Jews as collaborators in the assassination of JFK.
When you exclude Jews from being possible collaborators in the assassination, you're
discriminating against Jews because they are Jews. That is an antisemitic act. You are
excluding Jews from humanity.
Too many "responsible "researchers have excluded the Jews because they do not want to be
labeled as antisemitic. This exclusion is in itself antisemitic. Of course, no one would be
happier than the CIA when one excludes the Jews. Indeed, the CIA uses and will use the
cudgel of antisemitism to intimidate investigators who even think about accusing Israelis the
CIA happily employs as assassins.

Let's be frank: this assassination was a collaboration between fake Christians and fake Jews.
There is nothing Christian about the CIA. There's nothing Jewish about the Mossad. There is
nothing Christian or Jewish about their collaborators or fellow travelers.

What Was Carl Mather’s Role?
Perhaps Carl Mather’s role was to set up a primitive but workable mobile transmitting network.
As this mission was oﬀ the books he might have been assigned to construct a base transmitter
at home. His car would be that base transmitter. Maybe this is why his car was spotted at the
El Chico restaurant when CM was nowhere near the scene. You don’t need Carl Mather; you
need his loaded car.
The car might be stacked with radio equipment which could be used to receive and repeat
private communication between SB and the other collaborators in the assassination. The El
Chico restaurant was located somewhat centrally with regard to the main venues of the Tippit
killing.
A walkie-talkie seems to have a range of a few miles. In the 1980s, before the advent of cell
phones but after the wide use of CBs, Americans were using repeaters to cover wider areas.
CM would be just another guy who was used. He had the radio experience to set up a private
radio network; and, of course, he knew JDT.
Now, at first, I was thinking that CM was a false lead that SB inserted into the JFK saga so as
to throw investigators down a rabbit hole of endless, fascinating and ultimately fruitless
speculation, and that may indeed be the case. SB was incredibly smart and very well read.
Perhaps he inserted false traps into the assassination in the same manner that the pharaohs of
old inserted falls passages in their pyramids.
Why is it reasonable to suspect Carl Mather as an unknowing participant? 1) We can feel
comfortable that radio communication of sorts was used (Walkie Talkie Man), 2) Carl Mather
was shielded from us by the Warrenatti, 3) His car license plate was picked like a needle out of
a haystack at the time of the assassination in Oak Cliﬀ, and 4) Carl Mather had skills.
I can’t think of any other reason why a car with CM’s license plate was noted in the Oak Cliﬀ
area; can you?
Yes, I know that Warrenatti make hay out of the fact that T. F. White got the make and color of
the car wrong. Okay, but to get the right license plate? Come now.

The Role of GHWB?
It’s inconceivable that GHWB, as a man who was interested in politics, would not desire to be
present for JFK's visit to Dallas. Politicians normally fall all over themselves to get closer to the
President, even the one’s they hate. Dennis Kucinich was desperate to shake the hand of

GWB at the State of the Union speech when Bush was President. He climbed over half the
members there.
Does it seem likely that GHWB would even schedule a meeting in Tyler when JFK was going to
be in Dallas?
As for Bush’s flight to Tyler, why take a flight when a drive would be less time consuming? Tyler
is only 70 miles from Dallas. By the time one drives to the airport and gets ready to fly, GHWB
could have been 3/4 of the way to Tyler.
What does this all mean? George Bush’s actions that day don’t seem in accordance with how
politicians normally act. What young politician would run away from a photo op with JFK? You
wouldn’t unless you had a specific reason to do so. My gosh, couldn’t the people in Tyler wait
until Saturday? And why would anyone take a flight from Dallas to Tyler unless you wanted to
establish a written presence that you were somewhere else?
LBJ: George, we’re coming to Dallas on Friday. I’d like you to be there.
GHWB: No, no thanks. I’m going to give a talk in Tyler to people who can’t vote for me.
To be fair, it is possible that GHWB met with JFK in Houston the day before.

Was GHWB aware of the plot in Dallas?
No. The only person who knew of the assassination taking place were the assassins
themselves. This is not to say that GHWB did not suspect such. GHWB gave the mission to
SB, but that is all he knew and was told for the purposes of plausible deniability and
compartmentalization. Loose lips, sink ships.

What could GHWB’s role possibly be?
I don’t know. Maybe SB set him up to let future generations know who he was working with.
Maybe SB wanted you to see quite clearly who was involved. SB was certainly smart enough
to keep GHWB completely out of the picture.

Was that GHWB standing outside the TSBD?
There sure is a resemblance. A few years ago, I did an informal statistical study to see how
many people could fit that description using the following parameters: white, male, business
attire, not bald, thin, no glasses, tall (you can measure the wall panels behind him), connected
(it’s unlikely someone not in government or law enforcement would be standing there at that
moment in time). I included the populations of both Dallas and Tyler (since GHWB said he was
there). This is how the police identify and track people down.
I came up with about 20 people.

So what we can say, is that, yes, it could be someone else; but we sure as hell would consider
GHWB.
If we factor in the future, that he did become President, I would say the odds of that man being
GHWB go up.

Was Abraham Zapruder involved?
He had to be involved. If you are going to go to the trouble to meticulously plan an
assassination, you are not going to allow a man to stand on a pedestal and look over the
stockade fence. This would make no sense unless of course you wanted him on that fence in
order to film the assassination so that you could match up what actually happened with the
bullshit you are peddling.
AZ was about 5’6”. The pedestal was 4’. AZ’s eyeball height would then be 9’. He would
have a clear look over the stockade fence to his right. The stockade fence is approximately
54” or 4’6”.

What gives us clues that AZ might be involved?
1. He is standing on that pedestal.
2. The film is too good. He shakes minimally. This is not how a normal person would react to
someone being shot in the head.
3. He stops filming immediately after the assassination. He takes no movies of the aftermath.
Is it likely that the film ran out at just the moment the car goes under the triple overpass/
underpass?
4. He lies about having never seen anything like that (the assassination) before. Au contraire,
he had seen lots of violence in his native homeland (Kovel, Ukraine) as a boy. He may have
even witnessed his brother’s murder.
5. He does possess connections to GHWB and Neil Mallon, GHWB’s hero.
6. He is an ardent Zionist (no crime) who undoubtedly knows Weisblat, Freedman and Bloom.

What was Ruth Paine’s role?
She was 31 at the time. She was, in my opinion, a CIA operative, but she was too young at the
time to make executive decisions. She probably did not know that JFK was going to be
assassinated. Perhaps she suspected such, but that is not the same thing as knowing. Her job
was to infiltrate LO into the Russian community for the purposes of ferreting out communists.
That was what she thought LO was doing. LO was told to act like a brash, hotheaded commie
lout for the purposes of attracting Soviet agents. RP was to aid and assist LO and Marina.

Did SB meet Ruth Paine? I’m thinking not. He wouldn’t need to do so. He could have routed
instructions to her through traditional CIA channels via an intermediary.
Was Oswald on the team?
Yes. His mission was to set up the decoy nest. Was he a patsy? Yes.
What was Lee Oswald’s role?
LO was told to act like a brash, hotheaded commie lout for the purposes of attracting Soviet
agents. This mission fit in perfectly with LO’s fantasy of what an agent should do. His mission
fitted well with his favorite show: I Led Three Lives. LO imagined himself as Herbert Philbrick.
In his mind he was Herbert Philbrick.
SB had researched LO’s psyche throughly before selecting him for this mission. Indeed, SB
researched all the members of the mission. Everyone was selected only after careful
examination of their history.

The Role of Burnett Field
The assassination had to be practiced. Nobody was going to go into DP on a whim and shoot
the President. Everything had to be practiced to perfection. SB would have insisted upon it. He
was a very careful and meticulous man. It was essential that the President die. When you rob a
bank your goal is to get away. If you have to choose between getting the cash and getting
away you are going to choose getting away. When killing the President it is essential that you
kill the President not that you get away. If you kill the President you control the investigation; it
doesn't matter if you get caught.
Burnett Field was available. It was close to Dealey Plaza. It would have similar temperature,
solar azimuth and humidity. It was as close to Dealey Plaza as you could possibly practice an
assassination. Moreover it was close to where the participants could practice and still live their
daily lives. SB would've considered many other locations, but BF was the ideal. Clinching the
deal was its location in North Oak Cliﬀ. I have included a separate file pin Burnett Field.

The Role of Johnnie Maxie Thompson
SB determined in short order that JDT was having an aﬀair. He used this knowledge to
blackmail JDT. SB posed as a DP oﬃcial or oﬃcer. He gave JDT a carrot and a stick. The
carrot was extra money for his family; the stick was his threat to report JDT to his wife or the
DPD.
This threat of exposure is possibly what made JDT nervous on 11/22/63.

What is the role of Sam Ballen? Did SB know Sam Ballen?

Sam Ballen was George de Mohrenshildt’s best friend. Given Sam Ballen’s intelligence, his
abilities, his success, his familiarity with the petroleum industry it's diﬃcult to believe Sam
Ballen was not a fellow traveler with the CIA.
If he was a fellow traveler, SB would have met him.
Sam Ballen interviewed Oswald.
When Sam Ballen interviewed Oswald, it was probably because SB asked him to do so either
directly or through GDM.
Both Sam Ballen and SB were Jews, both were from NY, both had fathers of Russian
extraction. It would seem unlikely that they had not met. Apparently though they grew up in
completely diﬀerent areas of NY.
If they did meet, they would have been simpatico. Sam Ballen was an extremely intelligent,
enlightened and open-minded man who was not fooled by religion or propaganda. SB would
have liked him.
Sam Ballen, like SB, was insatiably curious.4

Sam Ballen wrote an autobiography, Without Reservations, which you can purchase online.
The man knew everyone.
4

Postmortem

How do we reconcile SB the family man with SB the CIA operative?
We all carry deep secrets to the grave, things we can not discuss out of shame. These are
things we are, things we’ve done, or things we can not be. SB was no diﬀerent. He was a man
who had great strengths and like all of us great flaws. His strengths made him the ideal person
to plan assassinations and missions. Those strengths lead to his culpability in having planned
those missions.
Performing those missions does not make you a bad person. It’s your job.
The CIA was his day job.

What clues did SB leave?
Alek Hidell
Why did SB choose the name, Alek James Hidell, for Lee Oswald? This name was not
your standard CIA issue name as this mission, the assassination of the President, was
clearly oﬀ the books. Was it chosen specifically for Oswald to draw him into thinking he
was an important secret agent. It was a name a lay person might identify with. What
does it mean?
The name Alek means the protector of man. James is equivalent to Jacob. And it is
important to note that, according to the Bible, God changed Jacob's name to Israel.
What does Hidell mean to SB and to Oswald? Was Hidell just a sergeant who
had wronged Oswald in Oswald's mind? Did SB give Oswald the name as a messianic
mission of sorts to confer upon him the idea that he was protecting the world via
avenging the wrongs that had been inflicted upon him?
SB certainly would have had a dossier on Oswald. Perhaps he chose the name Hidell
as a motivator for Oswald, to give him strength. SB: "Here, Lee. We will give you
the name, Alek James Hidell. By using this name, Hidell, you will have control over the
man who wronged you. You will use his name to avenge the wrongs that have
been done to you." Or is Hidell an acronym like this:
H:
I:
D:
E:
L:
L:

Haganah (Defense)
Irgun
David
Eretz Ysrael
Lehi (Jawbone - a weapon used by Samson; or Lohamei Herut Israel)
Lohamei (Fighters)

What do you think? At first I was thinking this instead:

H:
I:
D:
E:
L:
L:

Herut (Freedom)
Israel or Irgun (Organization)
David
Eretz Ysrael
Lohamei - (Fighters)
Leumi (National)

I think the former is the best. Haganah, Irgun, David, Israel, Lehi are all fighters for the
land of Israel.
It makes sense to me that the job for killing John Kennedy would be farmed out in part
to an outsider as an outsider would not allow patriotism to the US Constitution or its
traditions to deter him - or her. Additionally, it makes sense to farm the job out to the
best and most experienced at the game. The “Anonymous Soldiers”5 had thirty years
fighting the British under the Mandate in Palestine to perfect their skills.
I think it made sense to SB. Blame the killing on white bigoted oil men who will have no
physical connection to the deed. In this manner everyone comes out a winner. If
anyone tries to blame the Jews they can be labeled as anti-Semitic. Plus the killers will
be long gone in Israel anyway. Who is going to find them? Extradition? Forget about
it. It’s an ingenious methodology when you think about it.
Maurice Bishop
Why was the name Maurice Bishop chosen? The name Maurice comes from Mauritius, a
Roman who defied Rome and became St. Maur or Saint-Maur. The modern name is
Seymour. A bishop is an overseer, a person who overlooks things. SB chose this name
because SB being an intelligent man, and much more intelligent than the men he
supervises, needs intellectual stimulation. So he constructs names to amuse himself.
Nicknames are an amusing diversion for him. Beyond that, he’s like the rest of us - he
wants to leave his mark. And he wants you to find it. He’s too smart to make this mistake
unintentionally.
There are so many people implicated and so many look-alikes present in Dealey Plaza on
11/22/63 that one is inclined to conclude that they were invited there purposefully to serve as
false leads. The fact that they were there and that they were implicated loans support to a
planning of this assassination. It would go against the odds for all these people to
conveniently appear in Dealey Plaza on that day.
What kind of a world did SB find himself in?
SB found himself in a strange world he could not have imagined as a boy. It was a world of
bankers, oil guys, liquor peddlers, right wingers, Nazis, nobility, generals, importers, Yale men.
And then, of course, there’s Lucien Conein, a class to himself. Many of the rich people were
connected through marriage and corporate relationships. What they all shared was a dislike of
A term used to describe the Jewish paramilitary groups who helped create the modern state
of Israel.
5

leftists and communists. One thing they all shared was a disapproval of JFK and his vision of
the world. They may have liked him personally, but as a leader they were opposed to him.6
SB was able to take advantage of these connections to move LO into various jobs and circles
of influence. He was able to access GDM (Bush, Mallon) and CS (CIA, Permindex) as
babysitters for LO in Dallas and NO respectively. He was able to secure a job at Reily Coﬀee
(Yale), Leslie Welding (Amon Carter, IB Hale, General Dynamics). He was able to infiltrate and
recruit Jack Ruby at Shearith Israel (Silverman, Yale). He was able to suggest participants for
the subsequent investigation (Ford, Yale; Specter, Yale). He was able to secure an operative in
Washington (Clay), to coordinate aﬀairs in DC post-assassination if need be.
I have enclosed a chart detailing those relationships.

Everyone, and I mean everyone, connected to the JFK Assassination, loved JFK and voted
for him. That’s why he won in a landslide against Nixon in 1960.
6

Final Note
Yes, I am, OMG, speculating. The JFK Assassination is an amazing Sudoku puzzle where
speculation is necessary to solve the puzzle. The puzzle will not be solved alone by
“responsible” researchers, CIA assets really, who recommend a rapprochement with Warren
Commission defenders. I don’t know about you, but I walk away from Yale-graduated
evidence-falsifiers like Gerald Ford who soiled the Constitution and the Founding Fathers on
the day he decided to whitewash the murder of JFK.
Obviously much of what I written here will sound like dogmatic conjecture; there is no other
way to write it unless you want to hear me constantly play it small. You’ll have to separate out
the conjecture from the fact.
I think it should be obvious that in discussing SB’s personality, everything I say is conjecture
based upon what I can read about him. I never met the man, and yet, I feel I know him well
enough.
The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Any good theory should able to predict things. And
so, what I have presented here is theory, no diﬀerent than the Warren Commission Lie. It
should be possible to confirm what I have presented here. If old pictures from people who had
visited DP during 1962, 63 can be dug up, it’s very possible SB will be in those pictures. I can
see him sitting out by those reflecting pools staring at DP in all directions. He’s thinking about
how this will all go down.
He’s there.
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Appendix

The Hit Team

Walkie Talkie Man (WTM) was Mike Harari.
Umbrella Man (UM) was Yitzhak Hofi.

Both were up and comers in Israel’s power structure.
Both later served as head of Mossad.

Here is my quick colorization. Okay, I could be wrong here on Umbrella Man. Experts should
be able to settle the matter.

Here they are together years later.

Both are wearing Israeli blue in Dealey Plaza.
Mike always wears Israeli blue. Always. You can scarcely find a picture where he does not
wear light powder blue.

Mike: 2/18/27 to 9/21/14
Age on 11/22/63: 36 years
Yitzhak: 1/25/27 to 9/15/14
Age on 11/22/63: 36 years
Both men were of the right age and the right experience at the time. They would have been
leaders and coordinators of the assassination if they did indeed participate. If you agree that
Israel did contribute to the assassination, it would be a good bet that Mike and Yitzhak would
be chosen. You always go with the smartest and most capable guys in the room.

Important Note: Many of assumed all these years that Louie Steven Witt (LSW) was UM even
though we thought his story was phony. But why should we believe LSW was UM? If we
believe that WTM is a participant and that this was a professional hit, it would make much
more sense that both these men be of the same country or persuasion. If WTM appears
Middle-eastern its a better bet that UM is Middle-eastern also.

The Babushka Lady
Currently I am considering Ehud Barak as the Babushka Lady.
He had dressed as a woman for the Spring of Youth mission in Lebanon in the early 1970s.
Ehud Barak: 2/12/42 to present
Age on 11/22/63: 21 years.

My only concerns about this being Ehud Barak are a) his experience at the time, and b) his
youthful appearance.
Ehud Barak was a bright man. Bright people are recruited early in life and used by the elites.
His youthful appearance could be camouflaged.
The hair on the Babushka lady matches Barak’s at an early age.
The Babushka Lady is not wearing blue that I can see. This would not fit in with my belief that
the operation was an Israeli hit team - unless, of course, the Babushka lady was wearing blue
underneath her trench coat.
Clearly though, at least to me, the Babushka Lady is part of the team.
As a final thought, God has a funny way of exposing people. In later years, Ehud Barak
returned to work for EDS in Dallas, Texas.

Multiple Babushkas

One of the problems in identifying the Babushka lady is a) there are probably some
photoshopped pics of the Babushka lady out there on the internet, and b) there are at least two
women walking across Elm in the aftermath of the assassination who could be the Babushka
lady. See below. A and B.

A
B

Here is another image reputed to be the Babushka Lady. I have doubts about this one. It is
identified as her on many web sites, but I notice that in these photos she is closest to JFK
which should be impossible if she was always in the infield of DP. Jackie should always be
closest to her.

Just for fun, though, let’s assume that the lady in this photo was the Babushka Lady. Now,
look at this montage.

Could Barak be the Man with the Bushy Hair
If we can’t agree that Ehud Barak was the Babushka Lady, then how about the man with the
bushy hair who approached JD Tippit and killed him in Oak Cliﬀ? Ehud Barak does have an
eery resemblance to Lee Oswald. Here he is on the left. That’s his comrade in arms, Bibi, on
the right.

I’ve spent some time thinking about the comment that Scoggins made about JDT’s killer:
“poor dumb cop” versus “poor damn cop”. I think the killer said “poor dumb cop”. Why is this
important? Because if the killer said, “poor dumb cop”, it would imply that JDT may have been
conned to entrapped into doing something unwittingly - which I obviously think is the case.
“Poor dam cop” would imply sympathy of some order - which could also lead us to the same
conclusion.
But, “poor damn cop” sounds stilted and unnatural. It doesn’t ring true as something someone
would say. It’s an unnatural expression for an American.

Now, I’ve listened to Ehud Barack pronounce the short “u” sound on YouTube. It sounds pretty
close to a regular “u” that we Americans would pronounce, but there is a little “y" sound that
sneaks in. He sounds a little Russian when he pronounces the “u” in run: ryun.
My point is that if Oswald was the killer, there shouldn’t have been any confusion at all given
LO’s accent (unless of course he mumbled). Maybe, I am thinking, JDT’s killer isn’t American.
Maybe he has an accent that garbles up the “u” sound to an “e” sound or something close. A
“yu” sound comes close to a short “e” sound.
So … “dumb” become “dyumb” which becomes “dem” which could be interpreted as the word
“damn”. Get it?
Furthermore, when Barak pronounces a flat “a” as in “that”, he clips the a to a short “e”
sound. So, damn could come out to “dem” which might be confused with “dumb”.
Where is this going? I don’t know. It’s a stretch, but it’s there.

SB’s Special Friend
See this man at the end of the table on the right hand side.

Does it look like this man?

It does to me.
If so, this would be important because it give us a clue as to who the man next to him is. They
must be good friends. The man hiding his face has his arm around him. Is it SB? Well, SB was
stationed in the White House by Richard “My Boyhood Friend is Ben Bradlee” Helms as the
Watergate aﬀair was going on. Maybe SB went in there to snoop around and hook up with his
old friend Virgilio who was one of the Watergate burglars.
Maybe not.
The Virgilio Gonzalez insert is from Wikipedia.

SB’s Symmetry

This is a symmetry that would have pleased SB. There is a triangular beauty here as Fake
Oswald 1 (William Whaley’s cab) passes the GLOCO and moves to Beckley and Nealy and
then (presumably, but not really) to 10th and Patton. JDT completes the triangle by moving
from Top Ten to 10th and Patton. Fake Oswald moving from BN to the Boarding House is
counterbalanced by Fake Oswald 2 (JFT’s killer) moving from Marsalis to TP.

Now this may seem crazy to you a normal person, but it isn’t to perfectionists. Perfectionists
like SB need beauty in the world. They understand that plans and theories should have an
elegant basis to them. SB would've understood that the best machines have the fewest
moving parts that move in an elegant manner.
The best way to move Oswald from the Boarding House to 10th and Patton is to not move him.
Doing so would invite complexity. It’s much better to have Fake Oswald 1 show up at the
Boarding House and then disappear into eternity. Fake Oswald 2 will be in place. Fewer
moving parts.
As you have noticed, no one spotted LO walking though Oak Cliﬀ that early Friday afternoon.

Burnett Field

Z-Man

Oswald

Rear Shooters

JFK Route

Front Shooters

Okay, I realize this isn’t perfect, but it’s close to the way the mission could be practiced. The
left field stands are high enough to equal Oswald’s position in the 6th Floor of the TSBD
according to the old pictures I can find. The sixth floor was approximately 6 stories x 10 feet
per story plus three to four feet for shooting height assuming the shooter shot from a crouched
position. This yields a height of 64 feet. The roof of the left field stands appears to be that
high.

Now, there is no question that SB could gain access to the stadium. He would only need to
ask his old friend and JFK-hater, Amon Carter, Jr., for a free pass. Now, in case anyone wants
to hear what ice water moving through veins sounds like, listen to this clip of Amon Carter, Jr.,
talking to LBJ in December of 1963.
SB would insist though that the dimensions be consistent with Dealey Plaza, so here are the
dimensions of DP.
You can see that the left field roof is about 50 linear feet oﬀ the left filed line for a distance of
279 feet linear.
Now as you can see, Burnett Field is not as large as Dealey Plaza, but it’s pretty close. SB
could either work around the tight dimensions by reorienting the simulated Presidential route,
or he could do a calculation whereby he could maintain the same trajectory by shortening the
height thus enabling him to keep the same Presidential route. Here I have gone from the
corner of the Dal-Tex building to approximately Z350 which is about 345 feet. I have assumed
a height of about 69 feet which brings us somewhere around the 6th story.

69

345

345 feet/5 inches
69 feet/1 inch
For each 69 linear feet; we go up 69 * 0.2 or 13.8 feet
345
276
207
138
69
0

=
=
=
=
=
=

69 feet
55.2
41.4
27.6
13.8
0

If we come down to 276 feet of length (which does fit comfortably in Burnett Field), we can
position the shooters at 55 feet which is definitely doable in Burnett Field. Placing Zapruder,
and the front shooters is piece of cake.
Coming down on the height should not be a problem. The goal of the exercise is to get the
timing right between front and back shooters. If the shooter can't hit somebody from 350 feet,
then he shouldn't be a sniper in the first place. The other goal of the exercises to desensitize
Zapruder to shots that are whistling through the air. Zapruder must be able to get a complete
film of the assassination so that the autopsy can be altered (if need be) up to match the
proposed three shot theory. SB understood that he couldn’t have Zapruder ducking or hitting
the deck when the shots came whistling by. As you may have already noticed, everyone hit the
deck except Zapruder.
I know this may seem a little crazy, but this is the way SB thinks.
Okay, now was SB going to work out the timing? You can check out my books as to how I
believe SB worked out the shot sequence. I don’t want to go into that here. What I want to
discuss is how the shooters stayed in time.
There were two shooters fore and two shooters aft. Each had two bullets for 8 bullets total.
Each team had one shooter with a supersonic rifle. Each team had a a shooter with a subsonic
deLisle carbine. There would be four shots heard. The first would be perceived as a
firecracker. Why? Because in a shooting, context initially supersedes reality. With subsequent
shots reality catches up and supersedes context. This was found to be true in Las Vegas and
other shootings.
It was essential to have only have four shots maximum be heard. The first could be explained
away. This was necessary to establish a lone shooter. Why didn't SB just go with four bullets?
He wanted to spread risk.
How was the timing communicated? Yes, WT Man, had a walkie talkie but this was probably a)
for giving the shooters the get ready command, and b) final mop-up.
SB planned it so that the kill zone would be centered around the mid-point of the pergola.
Four shots would be fired before the midpoint and four after the midpoint. Each shooter would
shoot one bullet before the midpoint and one after.
Both front and back shooters were needed to again spread risk.
It’s diﬃcult for me to figure out how they communicated the sequencing because I’m not a
sniper.
SB would have understood that simplicity is the best way to communicate. So, the best way is
to have the men on the street communicate to the shooters when to shoot.

Umbrella Man - Umbrella Up - Shot one
WT Man - Arm up - Shot two
Umbrella Man - Umbrella Down - Shot three
WT Man - Arm Down - Shot four
Mid point - Both arms down
Umbrella Man - Umbrella Up - Shot five
WT Man - Arm up - Shot six
Umbrella Man - Umbrella Down - Shot seven
WT Man - Arm Down - Shot eight
Each shooter team will have a coordinator standing behind them who will watch the controllers
and tap their men on the shoulder accordingly. Now, we can easily reverse the order of the
which controller raises his arm first.
Does this seem crazy? Not to a German; not to a logician; not to me. Certainly not to SB.
Yes, I know SB was of Russian extraction, but he spent many years with Germans (three as a
POW, four in the post-war period, and then even more with the CIA). I think he grew to like the
German people and the German culture. At any rate, when you live in a foreign country, you
may not technically be a citizen, but you become one with that country. It changes you.

The Bush Cabal
Here you can view the general road map that SB used. You can zoom in to view the details,
and they should come in sharp.

What's fair to say about Permindex is that the people listed were members, that
they were backed by corporate interests, and that the members tended to be
conservative and anti-communist.The importance here is that Permindex
represents yet another way to link Shaw to the monied interests in Texas.

Investors included
Seagrams, Boeing, Minute
Maid in Zurich, the London
subsidiary of Brown and
Root and the Schlesinger
Organization of London and
Johannesburg.

Permindex
Gorgio Mantelli

BICB
Bank for Investmnt
Credit Berne
Directors are
Hugh Liedtke and
Will Farrish

Will Farrish

CMC
Clay Shaw

Centro Mondial
Commerciale

NO Trade Mart

United Fuit
Standard Fruit
Reily Coffee
Alton Ochsner

NO Political
Power Structure

New Orleans
Right Wingers
Ochsner, Ed
Butler, INCA, et.
al.

Handles GHWB Blind Trust

Kempner, Carter,
Neuhaus, Farrish families
Intermarried, wealthy and
influential in Houston, TX

Capital National
Bank
Directors were:

Paravicini Bank

Carlo d'Amelio
Attorney for
Paravicini Family

Paravicini Family

John B. Carter
IH Kempner
Bill Barziza

Gives reports to CIA about countries he visits.
Oswald works here

Reily Coffee
Company
William Boatner
Reily, Tulane, Yale

Edgar Bronfman, Sr.
married the daughter
of John L. Loeb
(Loeb, Rhoades),
who was himself
married to a
Lehman.

Edgar Bronfman

Eustis Reily

Yale appears to be
the family school

McNaughton is a
Director of Empire
Trust
This is a company
whose largest single
holding of stock was
comprised of
Loeb-Lehman, Bache
and Bronfman
holdings, in which
Edgar Bronfman
became a director in
1963.

Liedtke Brothes

Lehman Brothers

DeGolyer and
McNaughton

Zapata Oil

George Bouhe
Both on Dresser?s
Board

Harari, Hofi, Barak

Lucius Clay
Max Clark

Gali Clark

General Dyanmics

TEC

White Russians

Brown Brothers
Harriman

Prescott Bush

Mossad

Zionism

CIA, Dulles,
Angleton
Oswald

Haganah
IB Hale

Virginia Hale

Henry Neil Mallon

Mallon a Director? Employee?

Continental Can
GHWB, Yale

Colleague

SB, CIA

Son

Josh Bolten

GHWB's Older
Brother

Amoin Carter
Family

Yale

Dresser Industries

Dallas Council on
World Affairs

GHW and GDM's step-son roommates
GHWB's Older Brother
Rabbi Silverman,
Yale
Note: It was
common for
Jewish
businessmen in
Dallas to visit and
attend services at
all the temples.

GDM
Halliburton
Chief of Staff for GWB

Abe Zapruder

Dick Cheney, CEO
GWB VP

Temple
Emanu-el/Shearith
Israel

Morris I. Jaffe

David Weisblat,
Morty Friedman
Dal Tex Building

Bloom and Friednam are brothers-in-law

GWB

Jack Ruby

Sam Ballen,
GDM's best friend.
Interviews LO.
Very smart guy.
Knows everyone..
Petroleum industry
businessman.

The purpose of this graph is to show the interconnectedness of the Bush Cabal, Corporate America,
the CIA, New Orleans and Mossad. It would be possible for one man to exploit these connections to
achieve a desired end. The connections are depicted not to show a conspiracy but to show the roads
upon which an operator would travel.
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Sam Bloom
Makes key
decisions
regarding parade
route and
Oswald's transfer.

Ferenc Nagy

Louis Bloomfield

Seymour Bolten’s Connections
Here you can view the connections between Seymour Bolten and various individuals. He’s not
just any old guy.

Antonio Veciana

Is this Seymour?
Paulino Sierra
Martinez

Are these Op 40
guys? Well,
they're friends,
right?

Op 40?
Is this Antonio
Veciana or Virgilio
Gonzalez?

Virgilio Gonzalez

Virgilio Gonzalez?

Sent by Helms to White House in 1972. Works with Egil Crogh.

CIA

Watergate
burglars are CIA
and Op 40 guys

Watergate
Burglars

Maurice = Seymour. Bishop = Overseer.

Lehman Brothers

General Dynamics

Honor Guard, Germany

Lucius Clay

Frank Sturges

Did they meet here in 1948?
POW Mates: Szubin
The Chief

Boss

Post WW II
Germany

Works in home of Amon Carter, Jr. Bolten arranges the job?

Colleagues

Intelligence

Alex Rorke

Amon Carter, Jr.

Colleagues

Friend

IB Hale

Wife

Texas Workforce
Commission

Gets job here.

Colleagues
Connects through GHWB's friends

Permindex, Shaw,
Canadians,
Paravicini Bank,
GHWB's friends

GHWB

Colleague

Son

GWB
Son

Seymour Bolten

Maurice Bishop?

Antonio Veciana

Son

Chief of Staff

White Russians

Co-owns Dallas Rangers

Burnett Field
(located in North
Oak Cliff)

Assassins train
here?

Jack Ruby

Bolten fluent in Russian

Josh Bolten
Being Jewish, Bolten can gain their trust

Dallas Jews

Bloom, Weisberg,
Freedman,
Zapruder

Dal-Tex Buidling

Dalllas Christians

D H Byrd

TSBD

Karl Hoblitzelle

Texas Theater

Oveta Culp Hobby

Maxey Jarman,
Genesco, Hardy
Shoes

Accountant for Lobo
Kills LHO

Prescott Bush

Buddies

Allen Dulles

Julio Lobo: Sugar
Magnate Cuba

Contacts

Works here

LHO

Marguerite
Son

Meets with Dulles and Paulino Sierra Martinez

Via Neil Mallon, mentor of GHWB

Caught here

Significant not for
content but to
show Clay's
continued
involvment in
CIA/Cuban affairs

We have friends here.

Seen here

Co-invitees Nixon's State Dinner for Willy Brandt; Lucius Clay also invited. Select list.

BNDD (Bureau of
Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs)

Lucien Conein

Maxey Jarman
Precursor

To Prescott Bush
Red Cross

Brown Brothers,
Harriman

Main Guy

Smuggling Jews from Europe to Israel in 40s and 50s?

Roland Harriman

DEA

Panama Drug
Interdiction

Torrijos/Noriega

MONY Board

Big Presence

Mike Harari

Mossad

Dealey Plaza

Amazing similarity
to The Accomplice

Yitzhak Hofi

Amazing similarity
to Umbrella Man

Old buddies reunite

Hey, don't forget me.
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Ruth Paine’s Connections
Here you can view Ruth Paine’s connections. She’s not just another neighbor.

Colleagues

Wilhelm Kuetemeyer

Valkyrie

Hans Bernd Gesevius

Father Figure
Bedfellows

Petroleum Industry

Volkmar Schmiidt

Works Here

Lovers
Enlists Dulles's support to kill Hitler

Papa Rooster

SOCONY/Mobil
Oil/Vacuum Oil/Magnolia

George D.

Roomates

OSS
Worked Here

Worked Here

Friends
Works Here

LHO and Marina
Everett Glover

Mary Bancroft

Friends

Lovers

Allen Dulles

Chief
Close Friends

CIA
Bell Helicopter

Creator

Arthur Young

Step-Son

Micahel Paine

Mom

Ruth Forbes Paine

Mother Hen

Major Defense Contractor

Missionary Work
Nicaragua

Sister Organizations

Mother-in-law

Married

Ruth Hyde Paine

Dad

William Avery Hyde

Sister

Worked Here

Sylvia Hyde Hoke

ICA (International
Cooperative Alliance)

Suspected of being CIA operative

Married

A Very Dense Web

John Hoke

Worked Here
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Worked Here

Worked Here

Precursor?

US AID (US Agency for
International
Development)

Clay Shaw’s Connections
Here you can view Clay Shaw’s connections. He’s not just another guy from the French
Quarter.

Friends and CAP Colleagues
Coworkers

Reportedly Wants to Work Here

William B. Reily
Coffee

Lee Oswlad

Sister Companies
Hands Out Leaflets Here

Standard Coffeee
Leave Reily to Work Here

Trade Mart

Works Here

BoeingChrysler-Michoud

Goes to Work Here

Dante Marcochini

Friends

David Ferrie

Friends

Friends

Close Neighbors

James Lewallen

Mover and Shaker Here

CIA

Fellow Traveler

Clay Shaw
NASA NO Coordinating Committee

Acquaintances

Nothing To See Here

Guy Bannister

Good Friends
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The Shaw Power Structure
How connected was Clay Shaw? Well, he knew everyone.

Warren
Commission

Brothers

Ear Cabell, Mayor of Dallas

Cubans
Allen Dulles
Dallas Power Structure
Carlos Bringuier

CIA
Charles Cabell
Dallas Morning News

INCA
Daughter of William Ruggles - ex-editor of DMN
"Ex"-Employee
Source

Jesse Core

Married

Lucy Ruggles

Colleague at Trade Mart
Alton Ochsner

Clay Shaw

David Baldwin

Colleague at Trade Mart
NO Power Structure
Vary-Oswald-Ferrie

Hale Boggs

Eustis Reily
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Permindex

Reily Coffee Company

The Texas Theater
So you thought the Texas theater and Hardy Shoes were just ordinary enterprises on an
ordinary street, did you? Think again.

CIA Front Organization

Oswald

We have friends there

Red Cross

Runs funds here

Runs funds here

Prez

Jones-O'Donnell
Foundation

Brown Brothers,
Harriman

Father
Business Associates
Sam Bloom

GHWB
Eisenhower
Administration
Bush Crony

Guiding Father

Karl Hoblitzelle:
Theater Magnate

Peter O'Donnell

Roland Harriman

Mentor
Member

Member

Board Member

Board Member
Dallas Citizens
Council

Dallas Council on
World Affairs

Founder

Neil Mallon

Business Buds

MONY

Board Member

Oveta Culp Hobby

Board Member

Member
COMPO (A
national theater
orgranization)

Father

Interstate
Theaters

Mother

Board Member
Members

Zapruder, GDM
Friend

Hoblitzelle
Foundation

Maxey Jarman

Southern Baptists

Hobby Foundation

Billy Graham

Anticommunist,
anticatholic and
anti-Kennedy

CIA Chief

CIA
John H. Rowley
Runs Funds Here

CEO

Prez
John Q. Adams

United Rowley
Theaters

Veep

George P.
Skouras

Genesco (General
Shoe Company)

Friend

OSS/Greece

Owner
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Texas Theater

236 Feet

Hardy SHoes

Cuban Freedom
Committee

The Odio Incident
This has long been a mystery in the JFK Assassination. Look here, I think the Odio incident
was instigated by Fidel Castro.

Oswald reporedly goes to Mexico City to join Fidel's revolution. He is trying to get a
visa from Cuban consulate. He is told he needs approval from the Russian consulate.
He makes several trips to both consulates without success. Thwarted, he comes
home to Dallas - a beaten, disgruntled and angry man. This is the fuel for killing JFK.

Oswald in Mexico

No pictures, no
audio.
Preposterpous
story of Oswald
carrying a gun into
the Russian
embassy.

Oswald portrayed
as nutty commie
trying to get into
cahooots with
Fidel.

9/25/63 to 10/4/63

CIA lie

Sylvia Odio

Remembers Leon
Oswald, Angelo,
Leopoldo.

Oswald portrayed
as would-be
Castro killer, JFK
killer.

9/25,26,27/63?

Fidel's Counter-lie

Oswald reporedly visits Syvia Odio, the daughter of a Cuban disssident, Amador Odio,
jailed by Castro on the Isle of Pines. He poses as Leon Oswald. With him are
Leopoldo and Angelo. They ask for her support in the form of a letter. They want to
raise funds to take back Cuba from Castro. Ms. Odio belongs to J.U.R.E. a left wing
Cuban group opposed to Castro.
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The Cuban Connections
Figuring out who’s who in the Cuban community is tough. Hopefully this map will help.

Eladio del Valle

Cuban Democratic Revolutionary Front
FRD
Sergio Aracha Smith
403 Camp Street, NO, LA
12/1960

Batista supporter
Moved to Miami after Fidel came to power.

Same Building

Del Valle moved to Florida where he was active in the Free
Cuba Committee, an organization formed by Sergio Aracha
Smith. He also worked for Santo Trafficante. With his friend,
David Ferrie, he was involved in fire-bombing sugar fields in
Cuba.

Guy Bannister

Same Building
Cuban Revolutionary Council
Cuban Democratic Revolutionary Front
FRD
Sergio Aracha Smith
544 Camp Street
10/61

Gordon Novel

Buds

Layton Martens

CIA Collaborator
Raid on SchlumbergerMunitions Dump in
Houma for Bay of Pigs Invasion
Dean Andrews is his lawyer
Neo-nazi as youth; bombed a theater in the
Metairie that admitted blacks.

David Ferrie: Friend of All

Gay friend of David Ferrie
Insists that Shaw did not know Ferrie.
Martens knows Dante Marochini,
James Lewallen and Clay Shaw.

Clay Shaw

Rancier Blaise Ehlinger

DRE
Cuban Student Group
Oppose Bautista 1954-57
After Castro, moves to Miami and restarts
1960 - Makes connections to CIA
1963 CIA finances DRE (Joannides) AMSPELL
Luis Fernandez Rocha, the DRE's leader in Miami
Many cities had chapters- New Orleans was one.
Joannides
Porter Goss
George Bush

Carlos Bringuier

George Joannides

Operation 40
Acquaintance of David Ferrie
Arcacha-Smith introduces him to David Ferrie
Confronts Lee Oswald
Born in 1934
Becomes lawyer in 1957
Moves to Guatemala after Fidel Castro
Arrives to US in 1961
Member of DRE - Supposed the only member of DRE in
New Orleans

Chief of psychological warfare operations in the
CIA's Miami station.
JMWave
Worked with DRE members.Student?s
Revolutionary Directorate.Cubans.
Worked and maintained a residence in New
Orleans in 1962-63.DRE.
CIA liaison to HSCA in 1978.
He obstructed the committee and failed to provide
relevant documents.

Raid on SchlumbergerMunitions Dump in Houma for Bay of Pigs Invasion
Participants: David Ferrie, Sergio Aracha Smith, Rancier Blaise Ehlinger,
Carlos Quiroga, Layton Martens, Luis Rabel Nunez, Gordon Novel, Novel?s
wife Marlene Mancuso and Andrew Blackmon

Cousin to Ed Butler of INCA
Ed Butler introduces Sergio Arcacha
Smith to Gordon Novel.

Summer of 61 (Between March and September)
Munitions stored at either Bannisters office or Lake Pontchartrain anti-Castro
Cuban training camp owned by William McClaney.
Lake Pontchartrain anti-Castro Cuban
training camp owned by William
McClaney.

Lacombe, LA.
Operation 40

Alpha 66

Antonio Veciana, Luis Posada, Orlando Bosch,
Rafael Quintero, Roland Masferrer, Eladio del Valle,
Gillermo Novo, Rafael Villverde, Virgilio Gonzalez,
Carlos Bringuier, Eugenio Martinez, Antonio Cuesta,
Hermino Diaz Garcia, Barry Seal, Felix Rodriguez,
Ricardo Morales Navarrete, Juan Manuel Salvat,
Isidro Borjas, Virgilio Paz, Jose Dionisio Suarez,
Felipe Rivero, Gaspar Jimenez Escobedo, Nazario
Sargent, Pedro Luis Diaz Lanz, Jose Basulto, and
Paulino Sierra.
Note:Different sources are inconsistent about Virgilio
Gonzalez being a member.

Luis Rabel Nunez
Founded by Antonio Veciana Blanch
Paramilitary organization that ran raids on Cuba.

Antonio Veciana
Tony Cuesta
Eddie Bayo (Eduardo Perez)

Boyhood friend of Fidel Castro
Head of Cuban Revolutionary
Council, NO branch.

An organization that likes action and wants to get
things done. Walkers, not talkers.

Op 40 Members

Eladio del Valle - Friend of David Ferrie
Bernard Barker - Watergate Burglar
Eugenio Martinez - Watergate Burglar
Felix Rodriguez - Friend of GHWB
Barry Seal -CIA pilot and Drug Trafficker
Virgilio Gonzalez - Watergate Burglar
Porter Goss-Director of CIA

The Cuban Connections

Paulino Sierra
meets with Lucius
Clay and Dulles
months before the
assassination.
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William McClaney is owner of Casino
Nacional in Havana.Loses his casino
when Castro rises to power. Employs
Lewis McWillie - friend of Jack Ruby.

Alton Ochsner

Oswald in Mexico
Was Oswald in Mexico? I don’t think so. Here is where I think he was.

Leaves NO on
9/25/63 at 12:20
PM

Leaves NO

Continental
Trailways 5121

12:20 PM

9/25/63

Wednesday

Arrives Houston

Continental
Trailways 5121

10:50 PM

9/25/63

Wednesday

Leaves Houston

Continental
Trailways 5133

2:33 AM

9/26/63

Thursday

Leaves Houston
on 9/26/63 at 2:33
AM

Arrives CC

Coninental
Trailways 5133

8:15 AM

9/26/63

Thursday

Arrives Laredo on
9/26/63 at 1:20
PM

Leaves CC

Coninental
Trailways 304

8:15 AM

9/26/63

Thursday

Arrives Laredo

Coninental
Trailways 304

1:20 PM

9/26/63

Thursday

Crosses Border

Walks?

1:20 PM

9/26/63

Thursday

Leaves Nuevo
Laredo

Flecha Roja 516

2:15 PM

9/26/63

Thursday

Arrives Monterrey

Flecha Roja 516

7:30 PM

9/26/63

Thursday

Arrives Mexico
City

Flecha Roja 516

10:00 AM

9/27/63

Friday

9/27/63 to 10/263

Friday to
Wednesday

Mexico City Stay

Leaves Mexico
City

Transportes del
Norte 332

8:30 AM

10/263

Wednesday

Arrives Monterrey

Transportes del
Norte 332

9:15 PM

10/263

Wednesday

Leaves Monterrey

Transportes del
Norte 373

9:50 PM

10/263

Wednesday

Arrives Nuevo
Laredo

Transportes del
Norte 373

1:15 AM

10/3/63

Thursday

Crosses Border

Walks?

1:30AM

10/3/63

Thursday

Arrives Houston
on 9/25/63 at
10:50 PM

Real Oswald is
flown to George
Parr Ranch

Why Los Horcones, the George Parr ranch? Because George Parr is a rascal. Because George Parr
needs protection. Because the George Parr ranch is out in the middle of nowhere. Because no one is
going to mess with George Parr. Becuase George Parr is willing to kill.

Fake Oswald
crosses border
into Nuevo Laredo

Why the briefing? To cement the con. To prep Oswald as to what is expected of him in the next seven
weeks. To meet the team. To give Oswald an opportunity to be part of a team (what he has always
secretly desired). To bond with the team.

Fake Oswald takes rental car and drives in an
around South Texas before disappearing. Is noted
in Freer, Alice, Pleasanton. Gives report and
documents to team at George Parr's ranch.

Rationale: To sow the seeds of confusion for future investigators. The more Oswald sightings there are,
the better. If we can place Fake Oswald with a Fake Marina and two kids, so much the better. Having
Fake Oswald looking for a job there makes little sense. When accounts vary widely and without meaning
there is a greater tendency to dismiss them all. Dismissing the accounts dismisses South Texas more
effectively. So the effect is paradoxical; you bring attention to an area and then dismiss it as being crazy.

Fake Oswald
crosses border
into Laredo

Transfer of
documents, official
story, souvenirs.

Leaves Laredo

Greyhound 1265

3 AM

10/3/63

Thursday

Arrives Dallas

Greyhound 1265

2:20 PM

10/3/63

Thursday

Real Oswald
Spends next five
days being briefed
and prepped for
the Big Event.
9/26/63 to 10/2/63

Fake Oswald is flown to Laredo from George Parr's
ranch.

Real Oswald is
flown to Laredo on
10/2/63

The Big View
Here is a map that might help. It’s easy to get lost in the details in the JFK Assassination.

Bloomfield
Canadians
Houston Financial
Crowd - GHWB's
buddies.

White Russians

FW-Dallas Oil
Guys

New Orleans
Crowd

CIA/Government
hijacked by the
Bush Cabal

Shaw

CIA farms out JFK hit to Mossad to launder itself.

Dallas Zionists
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Permindex

Mossad

Israel, Haganah
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